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HOPEWELL SAYS THE EASTERN

FAIL TO GET

tt

ALBUQUERQUE
As-

sociations Rejected.
BY
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FORMULATE

Plan Preposed
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TO

NEW PROGRAM
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Who

Man
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Built

Talks of Its Affairs.

National a

I

Governing Body With American

as Combination

COME OUT OF

Organizations.

CONFESSESMMEi
OF MRS. Al'CLUSKY
SHOT AT UOOIl OF
RJA)OX BY FOKMKIt
1IUKXB.

WOMAN

1

1

Kit

Chicago, Oct. 20. Mrs. Clara
who was shot down at the
rear door of her saloon. 666 West
Madison street at 2 o'clock this morning, was murdered by her
former
friend, Mrs. Clara M. Buckley. Jealousy over the friendship of Mrs.
with Albert Tyrinan, an electrician, led to the crime.
arrested
Mrs. Buckley, who was
parly this morning, denied all knowledge of the crime, but tonight after
being questioned for several hours by
the police she broke down and confessed,

KID

.

.;

.

i1

M'COYbH
OUT OF THE RING
SKI .nY. MAX OF
FAMILY AM)
AITAIBS.

NOW XOHMAX

New York, Oct. 20. Norman Selby
his career as u middle
weight pugilist In the prize ring wíif
known as "Kid McCoy," was married
last night to Mrs. Lillian 10. Kills, th.
widow of Edward C. Kills, of Schnee-tadv- .
immediately after the ceremony
Selby said he had dropped the name of
McCoy forever. He was done will
snorting life, he said, and would be
come a business man.
who during
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GROSS EXAGGERATIONS

of

Denver. Colo.. CM. 20 The proposition to amalgamate the National Live
Stork association and the American
Stock Growera' association on a basis
that would also dispose of the much
of
mooted question of representation
the packing, railroad and commission
house Interests was taken up at a Joint
conference of the executive commit
lees of the two organization! at the
Brown Palace hotel today. A plan outwas voteii
lined by a
down after a. somewhat extended diswas Incussion find the
structed to make another effort to formulate a plan that would be accept
able to all Interests. The
will report again tomorrow.
The report which was defeated today, recommended that the Nationa'
l.lvn Stock association be changed to r.
National Live Stock committee, consisting of representatives of the producers of live stock. This committer
would In turn appoint committees on
railroads, packing houses, eommlsslm
houses, etc., which would give those
Interests a representation and a right
to be heard whenever they felt thi
need of expression. The report also
American
that the
recommended
Stock Growers' association becoin.
known as the American Cattle Growers' association, with a membershii
consisting of cattle, horse and swine
growers. The sheepmen, the report
suggested, should affiliate with the
Americun Wool Growers' association.

any notes outstanding, that If the auditor of the company were in Pitts
burg, he would be able to make this
known in five minutes.
KAILHOAI IS IX (XJXDITIOX
'It) PBOVK A MOX
F.B
Mr. Lyon said : "The railroad Is
built anal running, and Is earning
money and (here Is 110 dlsiMisltlon to
sacrillcc any port ion of iliclr valuable
holdings hv those controlling the
company.
"It U already paying and will great
ly
Increase in value within a very
short time. The Pennsylvania Devel- ipment company Iris many thousands
of aeres of valuable timber and coa!
lands in New Mexico through vvhiih Damage to Properly Will
the road runs, and this is fast being
development. The timber is very valBe Enormous.
uable and the coal Is said to be anions
the best steaming and blacksmith
coal in the I nited States.
"Those Interested In the enterprise
have ,1 large fortune within their ALREADY MILLIONS OF
grasp.
It was learned this evening
that
LOSS CAN BE COUNTED
Cashier Clark left 11 written confession. The state authorities have this.
but till ey have not yet made it public.
Only Twelve Lives Known to Have
ASIIIFK I.FAVFS COXFKKSIOX
DFBTS MAY BK.U'll MILI I
Been Lost Thus Far Though
:y Associated Press.
Pittsburg, Pa.. Get. 20. The sens
Shores Are Strewn
tlon today in I lie investigation of th(
suspended
affairs of the
Ihlterprise
With Wreckage.
bank of Allegheny was the report that
among the dead cashier's papers was
found a confession giving in detail the
oner it ions which culminated in his
Clilengt,.
Oct.
20. The
death and the closing of the hank. De- which lasi night and today sweptsiorm
over
tails of the statement are not known
The paper was found tinning Cashier northern Lake Michigan, Lake Huron
and l4tkc Frio, was one of the most
Clarke's private papéis.
Fred liwynner, Sr.. president of the severe in rivcin years.
hmk, stuted positively that notes for
As far us ret m ils m e obtainable
large amounts are in possession of
i
elexen se Is have
comV
the bank which bear the names of
pletely wrecked and Iwelve lo lineen
II. Andrews, )'. .1. Tot ranee ami oth- others were more
or
es sexereli
ers.
damaged. Twelve lives are known It
Vice President Bradberry said today have been lost, mid as (he gale
that the directors of the bank had op- southern laike Huron ami Lake l'.rle tinened Mr. Clarke's desk on Thursday still blow In- - lieici-ltonight, il
and had turned over his private papers
that oilier losses
to Inspector Cunningham. The direc- property will be reponedof life ami
within tin
tors rere not cognizant of the contents next (weuty-fou- r
bonis.
rffie papers.
w
re
The
boats
ked are as follows:
IjiIc (onlglit it is reported lnt a se
ug Frank Perry, sunk off Hoot Isl
cret co fere ice
of Mr. Clarke's lawyer. I .irui
Im.i In the Cheneaux group:
xteaniei
..1...I... i.... , .
rt un- iiiiiik and their
Kav, un ashore near ltogei
torney Is being held. What is being,. 1, y
nd broken to pieces b
oisciisscn eaniioi lie learned.
waves.
Joseph Syse
The post tomorrow will sav that tlf- - the drowned. TheThemate.
boat Is owned b
spile positive denials It has positive in- was
A. Bradley, of Cleveland.
formation that the Knterprise bank's M. Barge
D. P.
In
Blindes.
tow ot
shortage will reach $1.'JOl.O00.
Tonight the members of the Clarke steamer Joseph Fay, driven ashore
family gathered In the Clarke home near Sheboygan, Mich.
Knim.i I.. Neilson. strand
and the will of the
cashier was
in Presque
se harbor. The hoai
read. It makes Mrs. Clarke the exe- ed
cutrix. Cut it an Inv entory Is made It was badly damaged, but the crew v;v
will not be known what the value ot saved.
,Si hoolier M miedosa, foundered
tw i
the estate is.
f
miles off Harbor Heacli
Some of the directors on the strength and
In
Lake Huron today, carried dowi.
of what has already been discovered
Intimate that Clarke was u defaulter the entire crew of eight tin n.
Schooner Manteuee, ashore eighteen
to a lame amount and it is believed
that President Owynner and (he weal, miles west or File, l'a.
Schooner Nirvana, sunk In
thy men of the bank s directorate will
off C.rand
M.irals, Mich
make some effort to gain control of
the Santa Fe Central and the Pennsyl Crew üaveil.
to
supposed
be either tin
vniiu Development company, wliicli
concerns are so much Involved In the Tasmania or Ashland, of the Corrigai
milei
hanks a ft a Irs. Hy. doing tills as indi fleet, sunk two and one-ha- lf
viduals, the director
hope to save southwest of the southwest idioa'
themselves if they are compelled to linhtship on Lake Krie, carried ttev
make good any shortago to the slate. oí eight men. of whom nothing i
known.
Steamer Sarah F.. Sheldon, beachci
HAILI'.OAD OWXFIts AltF BFADY
TO PAY ALL XOTFS l'Dl'XD and wrecked near Lorain, Ohio.
Schooner Kingfisher.
ti
beaten
Pittsburg, (let. 20. Walter Lyon,
pieces
it Cleveland.
governor of PennsylvanTug
Walter Melcalf. sunk jiea
ia and counsel for
the enterprises
headed by Messrs Andrews. Torrance Breakwater light, Cleveland.
M
The
miedosa, on which
far a
and Kennedy, stated today that If 111 '
investigation showed that loans had known the greatest loss of life 01
ciirred, was (inning down from For
been made bv Cashier Clark for
hound for sum-rikof the Santa Fe Central William. Canada.
Ontario port with a cargo o
l.'Mllroad Co.. and the F'ennsy Ivinia
,,. notes will he wheat. She was in tow of the sleame
Development Co.,
w hlcli
Westmoutit,
paid a soon as It, ink Fxaminer Cmiwas also tow in:
has
numham
ascertained
the the barge Melrose. The tow line
broke diiilin; the storm and the Mel
mounts.
rosu and
Cstiuount were separate!
PFXp.osF says it is
from the Miunedosa.
They manage'
WOBIx OF POLITICAL FNFMIF.N to make shelter at Harbor Beach latin the afternoon, ami leportod the
By Associated Pi'ss,
had seen the M innedosa go down
().
I'hihulelplila.
Oct.
Culled She was in command of Carain Phil
Slates Senator Holes Penrose tonight lips, who had Ins wife aboard.
denied emphatically 11111101 connivt- The names of Hie other members o'
ing him Willi the loans from Hie
the crew are not known. The boa
bank.
Senator Penrose's was owned by the Montreal Transput'
laleiuent follows:
tation company.
"I have 110 obligations of any kind
The gale created sin h a sea as ha1
I
in I lit- - enterprise National hank.
not been experienced by sailors on tin
In
any
way.
am not connected
illicellv lakes In the last llfteen ears.
or Indirectly, wilh the nolis, of W. II. of tho laige steel barge which Man:
tnakt
(here
If
any
are
ndrews.
such hi the nothing of the usual heavy sets prev
I
no
.nlerpi le Millonal Hank.
have
aletit at this time of the ear, wen
Interest whatever In (he Pennsylvania compelled to seek shelter In Hie near
company, or with any est ports.
other project In New Mexico. Any
The east shore of Lake Mlcliigai
are niali- 10 the eoiitiary
Melons falsehoods for political cllffl."
(Continued on Page 2. Column 11.)
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Amply Able to Care for All

Its

Obligations Here and
in the East.

BRAZOSJIVER

la-e-

1

-

COLOXKL
x. s. IIOPKWKI.
ot Shaken
Is
Whose Conlidcnce in Xew !cxi eo Fiilcrprlsc
by Sttirin Around Pen iiMhani.i Bank I'ailurc.

APPHOPIUATIOX.

Secretary
20.
Washington, Oct.
today decided In favor of th
contention of the renreseutatives of
Texas regarding the improvements of
the Brazos river. The last river and
for
harbor hill appropriated
beginning the work, which will ultl
en
mutely cost several millions if the
tire project Is approved by future leg
islation. The decision of the seere
tary allows the expenditure of th
$75,000 for beginning the work.
Trtft

CUNLIFfE HAS
COUGHED

UP

10,000
OF FXPHFSS
ALL BIT
COMPANY'S MOVFV HAS BFKX
BFX'OVFBKD.
20
Oct.
The
Bridgeport. Conn.,
chances that the police will recover
nearly the whole of the $101.000 stol
en from the Adams Kxoress Co. In
Pittsburg bv Edward G. CunlitTe, who
was arrested here and taken to Pitts
burg todiiv, seems bright. Tonight
S!).0f5 was found III it trunk belong
loir to a hntler of a prominent fain!
Iv at Black Kock. hut the butler au.l
Hip fimily by whom he is employed
were Ignorant of the fact that thelarge
sum wan within the house. Althnugii
there Is a possibility that the remain
log $10.500 has been destroyed, the
ixdlro are of the opinion that anothc
iiccompllce of Cunlifle may reveal the
hiding Dluee of the missing sum. In
round numbers $90,000 has been
found within the past twenty-fou- r
hours. After figuring on about l.áO'l
as the amount which CunlitTe ha
spent or which was found on hint
when arresied, there is l'ft a sum o
$IO,f.OO yet to be accounted for.

Mexican Minister to Austria Ifc'ttil
Vienna, Oct. 20. J. Zenll, minister
died
of Mexico to Austria-Hungarhere tonight.

SWEEPS THE

GREETING

GREAT LAKES

IN ATLANTA
HundredThousandGeorgians
See the President.
AS GEORGIA'S

WELCOMED

"MOST FAMOUS GRANDSON"

Roosevelt Talks to the Point on Great
Questions Now Foremost in
Our National

Life.
Atlanta, Ga., Oct.

20.

The prest

dent's visit to Atlanta today was a
marked event in the history of the
state of (Jeorgla. He was greeted on
his arrival by her most distinguished,
citizens and throughout
the day on

every hand were shouted words ot
welcome that left no room for doubt
or their sincerity.
The city was in
gala attire and business was practical
y suspended that all might greet tha
distinguished guest. South Carolina,
in the person of Governor Heyward,
added Its welcome to the outh.
Threatening clouds of the early
morning failed to loose their weight ot
rain, and although a chilling wind pre
vailed through the entire day, it failed
to cool the ardor of the welcome.
Numerous extra trains brought thele
burden of Georgians from the sur
rounding country, and It was estimated that not less than 100.000 persons
saw and welcomed the president.
The presidential train came Into tha
handsome new station exactly on time
and us it appeared threading lu way
through the ma.e of tracks In H10
yards it was given a noisy welcome by
all the steam whistles In that part of
the city. The demonstration Increased
as the train came to a stop.
Waiting to receive the president M
the committee headed by Governor
Terrell and composed of Senator A. S,
Clay and Congressman
Livingston
Mayor Woodward and Bishop C. K.
Nelson, of Hie Kplscopul diocese ,of
Georgia. A coiuinitU-- of ladles headed by Mrs. Terrell and Mrs. Clark Howell was 111 readiness to receive Mrs.
iioosevelt. As the train stopped Gov
ernor Terrell and Senator Clay accompanied by Mrs. Terrell and Mrs. How
ell. stepped aboard and greeted Oie
president and Mrs. Boosevi-lt- .
A moment lnfr the parry emerged and introductions followed. Mrs. Roosevelt
and her party departed almost lm
mediately for the governor's mansion,
while the president and party were escorted to carriages in Venning back of
the station. The line of march wa.sj
pilckly formed and (lie president and
his escort started for Piedmon-- Park
where the state fair Is being held.
The distance from the station to tho
park Is about three miles and through- nit the entire route, which ran along
historic Peach Tree street, crowds lln- -'
the sidewalks and gave the nresl
lent round after round of cheers
which the executive smilingly ack
nowledged, hat In band. It was a few
minutes past 11 when the president
cached the park, and again he was
uocted by the noise of steam whistles
rom all
the engines in the fair
mounds and by i heeis of many thousands wlio were awaiting hlin. Af
ter a review of the Seventeenth infan
try, which hid recently returned to
Fort Mel'heisou from the Philippines,
the president delivered his address.
The president of the fair association
d
Introduced Governor Terrell, who
Mayor Woodbury to introduce
the president. As the president arose
;o speak lln- throng cheered him hear.
Ily and waved their hats, umbrella
and handkerchiefs.
The preside ill said:
Here In Hits great industrial renter,
this city which Is a typical south-r- u
city, ami therefore a typical
mericaii city, it Is natural to consid
er certain phases of the many-side- d
industrial problem which this ireiier- itlon has to solve. In this world of
mrs it is practically Impossible to
.ret success of any kind on a large
without paying something
for
t. The exceptions to the rule are ttm
few to warrant our in.yliiK heed to
hem: and as a rule It may be sold
that something must be mild as an
itTset lor exerythiiiK we get and for
verythlng we accomplish.
This Is
sion of congress and all department' totality true of 'our Industrial life.
of Hie government lo such an extent Che problems which we of America
to face today are very serious,
that ,111 arbitrary reduction In the lave
mt we will do to remember that after
printing appropriations of from 20 t ill
they are only part of the nrlco
2á per cent could be made without do
Ahieh we have lo nay for the til- ing violence lo Hie public welfare."
we have won, for the high po-- 1
iinphs
"There ate tons upon tons of docui"ii to which we have attained. If
ments for which there will never be
e were a backward and stationary
any deni-imlpiled up In the committiuntry we would not have to face)
tee rooms, and In the various departproblems at all; but 1 think that
ment
about Washington and in tin nost of
us are agreed Hint to be backof senator anil yard
narréis and
and stationary would be Horepresentatives tliioimhouf the counher too heavy a price lo pay for
try. It all represents waste ahd ex-- tel
,u .iii-- nee and improvidence, anil thi be avoidance of the problems 111
inestioii. There are 110 labor I rouble
situation fairly shrieks for correction.'
a here there s no work to be done
iy labor. There are no troubles about
:oi point ions where the poverty of the
onimuiilty Is such that It Is not worth
xhlle to torn) corporations.
There is
no difficulty In regulating railroads
where the resource of a region are
10 few that It tines not pay to build
railroads.
There are many excellent
iieople who shake their heads over the
difficult les that as a nation we now
have to face; but their melancholy Is
not warraiited save In a very partial
hoard Air lines testllleil that the Al- legree, for most of the
things of
moin- car lines have exclusive
ron which they complain are the inevitatracts with Ihelr road to handle all ble accompaniments
of the growtrt
refrigerator business.
ind greatness of which we are proud,
Now, I do not wish to be misunI do not for one moment
derstood.
SIMPSON MAY LIVE
mean to say that there are not many
ind serious evils with which we hav
FOR SEVERAL DAYS to grapple, or that there are not unhealthy signs In the body social and
politic: but I do mean to say Hint
while we must not show foolish opBIT PHYSICIANS SAV TIIKBK I timism
we must no less bewart of
NO LONt.I lt IIOPF OF
T
mere blind pessimism. There w
very reason w by we should be vigiHFCOVF.ItV.
lant In searching out what Is wromr
Wit bita. Km., (let.
20.
uid unflinchingly resolute In striving
Jerry Simpson Is lingering to remedy It. Hut st the sume tin..?
between iIe and
in thu Hi. we must not blind ourselves to hnf
Francis hospital In this city. Although host been accomplished for food, and
ne is conscloui the attending physl
ibove all we must not lose our heads
Pins state that while he may live for and become either hysterical or ranseveral oavH mere Is absolutely no corous in grappling with what Is bad.
hope, for permanent recovery.
Take such n question, for Instance,
lN

ninlci-iali.ing-

ANDREWS AGAIN DENIES
CONNECTION

1 1

ile-n- l

WITH BANK

In Fa.ce of Rumors of Notes Bear.ng His Signature.
Cashier Clark's Confession in Hands of Bank
Examiner Shortage May Exceed a Million.
"Tlii:

,7ot p.XAL.

MOUXIXG

"Albuquerque,

"Piltsburg.

Xcxv .Mexico:

have rceclxitl your telegram via Washington
"The following stalciiiint was made by the members of our company
yesterday, which is correct.
" 'The Saeta
Central Kailway Co. was huill by (he Pciinsylvania
Co. and completed about (wo wars ago. It extends from Santa IV
south about one hundred anil twenty miles, eonuciliug the I Inner ,V Ulo
Grande, the Santa Fe sysii 01 and if Hock
This road N Ir
li more than opcralim: cxicnsis. and (hi- - earngiMid condition and earning
. II. Aililrcws Is president
ings are steadily inereasiug.
of Hie railroad
d' tiie lien lopment coinpaiiy. Francis .1.
Arthur Kennedy is
. C. llagan
Is secretary of
of both companies, and
Torrance Is vice
both companies. Mr. ( lark was treasurer of hnili companies and hail lie
custody of (heir securities. The railroad company has no notes out. We arc
not aware of any nines of the Pcmwylxania Dcxclopmcnl Co. in the Fiilcrprlsc National hunk and the company has no record of such. If, however. Mi.
Clark used any notes of the company In his hank they will he paid.
"(Signed.)
ABIIU i: IxFXXFDY, FHAXt Is ,1. TOUKAXCK, W. II.
AXDIÍFWS. W. C. II Mi AN. Secretar).'
had any connection with the Fntcrprlse
"Xcithcr myself or
W. II. AXDI5FWS."
him.
bank.
Torrance Worth Two Millions.
i:i:i;i
hers
the
o
of
board
absolutely knew
inst
to
claim
"When I was in Pittsburg at the
XOTFS Sl(iM.l) BY AXDUKWS limbing about, and miles by the dozen
ime mentioned. I had occasion to ru- are said to have lieen brought to the
eive personal statements from Fran- - Special to the Morning .lourn.il.
Pittüburts, P.i., (ct. J". - Investiga- eyes oí those active In the institution'
Is J. Torrance. T. Lee Clarke and Ar
Knterprisc management for the lirsl time.
thur Kennedy, of their financial staini tion of the affairsof ofA the
I'nrliig the examination t,y John
legln-nyi hieli
bank
National
extremelj
ng. At that tune, by an
Cunningham, the Cubed States govfollowing
Wednesday,
closed
its
doors
onservatlve estimate, Messrs. Clarke.
ernment if lici.i 1. In whose hands the
Kennedy and Torrance were worth al the suicide of T. I.ee i'lark. Its cashier, affairs of tile bank were
placed, there
the
fiial
beyond
a
shown
doubt
has
together, over and above all liabilities
were discovered
no notes which
manner
a
in
was
conducted
insur-ine- e institution
of
lite
exclusive
ind debts, and
'. II. Andrews.
lute til- - name of
dipolicies and exclusive of their In entirely unknown to the board of
The latter lias contended right along
rectors.
J2.tiinj.tnui.
Mexico,
New
in
vestments
Papers came to light that the inem- - that there was no paper in the pos"At the lime I was In Pittsburg last
session of the bank which showed his
August (he Sania l e Central railway
signature. F.x.i miner 'unningham did
0111 pa y owed. I am positive, iioiiiiug fect on the consumió ilion of our plans.
not give out any data relative to the
Cnslle Seeking Political Filed.
at all besides lis own IMintlftl liuicni- Andrews notes, and he has absomany garbled state- two
great
"A
edness. If the company lias any olli- lutely refused to say anything about
r Indebtedness at present I know ments," said Mr. Hopewell, have been them. Mr. Ciinuitmhaiu having read
nothing of il. I do not hclicw Hint II primed regarding tin- road and re- the statements in the newspapers by
garding its affairs ami the men who Andrews, was almost convinced that
has."
are bucking it. Homer Castle, the there was nothing in Hie vault that
SMALL OBLIGATIONS IX XKW
MEXICO.
prohibition candidate for supreme
Andrews' name, and when he
Development judge, who has been making reckless bore
'The Peniisxlvania
found the notes with "W. II. Andrews''
oinpnnv. Hie Santa Fe Central Hall .statements in I'ittsbutg, shows how Willi-on til- - hack, he gasped with
way company, aim ine
ev ih jioi little he knows about the whole busi- aslcnislunent.
CenFuel & Iron company owe practically ness, when he says the Sania
The Kntcrpi'Ne bank was the do
cw .xiexico. 1101 io ex- tral runs from Andrews to Torrance,
110 money 111
er the I'eniisvlva nla Developown
Is
hunnot within live
What Utile they do
when Andrews
ceed $10.11(10.
ment company, and the Santa Fe Cen
mcany
Fe
part
by
ample
of t.be Santa
Is more than protected
dred miles of
tral iiil.vay.
iirltlcs, mill the companies have Central. Certainly the city of .Santa
Its checks were drawn 011 this bank
relie
10
to
be
In
llattered
Fe will lint
die territory
pi'oM'i'ly enough
ror tne payment or current expenses
thirty
shanof
to
a
as
'collection
Mexico
debts
New
pay all their
ferred
Incurred in this city.
ties.'
limes over.
Il was stated today by a director of
Is
.Not
at
railway
a
Politician.
Central
Torrance
Fe
"The Santa
the company that when monev was
in the needed
"The gentlemen intei-st- ed
present earning more than lis ex
for Hie railroad in New Mexpenses for oiieriumg aim inaiiiieiiaiice. Santa. Fe Central are putting their ico, tin' officers of t he road would tie
It has Just reached the singe where it money into the road In good faith, po-i- t a ili.ift In the Neiy Mexico bank
can pay Us iixon charges.
ine jaci and It is not political money. Tór- drawn upon Treasurer Clark. The ex
that the Central eau make this show- - rame, Kennedy ami Clark have al- pi le os in the southwest were for rail
or being
luir without the completion of Hi.' ways had the reputation
wav construí lion and the payment of
branches (ti Albuquerque and the among the most upright men in Penn- cniploj es.
llagan coal liehls demonstrates pretty sylvania. Mr. Torrance Is chairman
clearly (hut (he road Is a valuable of the stale board of charities, hut is SAY ( I.AHIx WAS SI PPI.II.D
W ITII XDTKS IX BLANK
properly. When Hie extension to (lib not a politician In any sense of the
He gives more for charities
city ami the brunch to the rich llagan word.
This draft, it U said, would be pre(ill-eIs
probably than any other private
coal mine are completed, there
sented to Treisurer Clark for payof th" state nf Pennsylvania.
not (he slightest doubt that the railment at the Kiitcrprlsé bank, the Ina
Its
Is
resilient
now
"Senator Kennedy
way will easily more than pay
f Ne.w York state and has no politi-a- l stitution which handled the llnamlal
llxed charges.
He alt ills of the companies. I f the monPennsylvania.
in
interest'The closing of H10 Fntcrprlse
bank of Allegheny will have, I lakes mi part In state polities and his ey was not on hand it would be neces
think, no effect on the completion ol chief Interests a,re In trolley lines In sary to horiow it.
For this purpose Treasurer Clark
While Mr. Clark was a
he Albuquerque Eastern. The road is Indiana.
to be pushed through just as soon us school director and was much Inter-- ; was supplied witii notes Indorsed In
In
I am going east in a few esled
the municipal affairs of blank, and the houdu of the Santa Fe
possible.
a Ceicral. To what extent these notes
Ken- Pittsburg, he was far from being
days mid with. .Messrs.
nedy and Andrews, will take up the politician. I know Mr. Kennedy and wen used may never become publicly
statement
Tiie
has been
negotiations with Xew York capital- Mr. Torrance so well that I am satis- known.
ists exactly xx here they xvere at the fied neither man would allow anyone made hat slmlli.r notes are now In
two cities. The
lime or the suicide of Mr. Clark nnd lo lose a cent of money on their ac- other banks of the
may tiring thesif to
the closing of the bank. I liclicxe the count or on enterprise In which they suicide of Clark
of
the directors of the
tho attention
whole project I to he carried through are Interested.
"While Mr. Andrews Is Interested in company, and according to Uieir state
Just lis originally outlined."
"You may tell the people of Albu- politics, there Is a big light now on ment, tlfese will- be paid. To what
by
querque most emphatically that It Is against Penrose and his following, and extent these notes were discounted
may not be
the Intention to complete Hie A b - anything like the present occurrence Is the Fnterprlse National
Into this city and to of course proiii4ly seized on by the come known. Attorney Walter Lyon
ilumine
Kanta Fe Central. In
the Hagan coal flelds'wlth all possible enemies of Mr. Andrews to make .po- representing the matter,
stated that
The whole business discussing the
dispatch, and that to the best of my litical capital.
of thu company
knnuleriire the present difficulties of has been grossly misrepresented, In while the directum to
the extent of
were uninformed as
the Enterprise bank will have uo ef my opinion."
Pa., Oct.
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The people of Alhutiuc roue and of
all cutral New Mexico have
more or less concerned at Hie stories
from Pittsburg to the ctVcct that the
losing of the Fulcrprise National
bunk would seriously compromise the
oinplctlon of the Albuquerque I jist- ln railway. In which I lie iieople ol
this section lire so ltally interested.
Xo man's statement as to (lie situation will be received with more conll- donee than that of W. S. Hoiiewcll.
under whose untiring industry and
xivutlxe ability. the new railroad Is
riipiilly
The Morn
ing Journal therefore Is doubly glad to
aide to she Mr. Hopewell's posi
tive statement llial the unfortunate
ittshurg nlTnir will have no etTect on
the building of the new railroad xvlncli
expected to prow a valuable asset
to Albuquerque.
Mr. Hopewell arrived hi the ellj
"
last
from Denver, anil while lull
if business as usual, had time lo give
Ihe Morning lournal u full ami explicit
denial of (lie story from Pittsburg
that (lie Santa Fe Central and its allied enterprises are heavily Involved
k failure, and of
is a result of Hie I
the story that work on the extension
to this city will come to a stop.
"I was In Pittsburg." said Mr. Hope
well, "in the last week in August, ami
At thai
ivv Mr. Clark at that time.
time I can say positively that Hie
'ennsylvaiiia Development company
money of the Knter- lad borrowed-nirise National bank. If it ha bnr- owed any since I have no knowledge
if it. Mr. Clark was heavily interest
ed in the Santa Fe Central railway.
ind furnished a great deal of tho
money whlcli liiiancea tne roau ami
illied enterprises.
"I am satisfied tliat Mr. Clark had
money and securities nnd
nnugti
more than enough to pay any ami an
lebts which be might have eontrnot- either through investments in New
Mexico or in the east. Mr. Clark was
n exceedingly conscientious, upright
mil straightforward man who would
lot intentionally defraud any man out
He was of 411 exceedingly
f a cent.
nervous temperament, and thai, in my
pinion, together with the worry ot nis
financial affairs, caused him to take
his life. I regret the whole mattei
deeply. M r. Clark. I am positive.
tad no sane reason for committing
I cannot under any circum
suicide.
stances believe for a moment t hat he
was a defaulter or that he used on
cut of money which did not belong to

TAFT APPROVES

DDIft

WILD STORM RIOTOUS

WILL MOVE STEA DILY FORWARD
"Tr"

COMMITTEE

By Carrier, 60c a Moiuh
year
By Mall, $3.00

2!, 1505.

KY-.MA- K

TOGETHER
First Attempt to Merge

JOVUN-é- t

WITH PRINTING MANIA
Washington, Oct. 20. Supplementing his statement regarding extrava-

gance and waste in public printing,
B. Inidis.
Bepresentatlve Charles
tee of the
chairman of the
congressional printing investigation
committee, charged with an Impiiry
Into the alleged extravagances In the
public printing, today Insisted that
the statement lie made to congress before its adjournment, that the government could save a million dollar a
year on its printing bill was not at al;
extravagant. Mr. Ijiiulls declared today that a "printing contagion seems
to have swept over anil taken posses
it

In-s-

wnoil-dioil-

1

i

ARMOUR'S RULE ABSOLUTE

THROUGHOUT THE SOUTH
Washington. Oct. 20. The existence
contracts between the
railroad and private car lines, by
which the latter assume the buslne- of refrigerating of perishable freight
win brought out stronnly today In Hie
hearing now In progress before the
commerce commission It whs
developed by the testimony of II M.
Emerson, traffic malinger of the Atlantic enact line, that the shipper
would he compelled under contrae
with the Armour cur lines to use the
cars of thin company cxclunively or
the railroad would not transport their
freight.
At the same time, he said, the
of the road would permit th use
of other private cars iitui that the apparent Inconsistency Is a matter that
of the road
the legal department
would have to solve If brought Into
controversy. The officials of Itie Central, of Ueoiglit, .Southern and Sea- -

of exclusive
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a the question, or rather the group
of questions, connected with tha
growth of corporations In this country. This growth .has meant, of
course, the growth of Individual fortunes. Undoubtedly the growth or
wealth in this country has had some
very unfortunate accompaniment,
but It seems to me that much tho
worst damage that people of wealth
Can do the rest of us Is not any actual physical harm, but the awakening in our breasts of either the mean
vice of worshiping mere wealth, and
th
the' roan of mere wealth, iur mean
wealth's sake, or the equally envy
,

severe in our condemnation or me
business trltrkery which falls. The
scoundrel who falls can never br any
to the
possibility be us dangerous
community as the scoundrel win
succeeds: and of all the men In the
country, the worst cltixens, those wno
should excite in our minds the most
iilihnrrpiii'H.
are InO
- '..AniAiiu.tuniii
......." ..'Vn t. .. (A n,.hll,V,ti ffrVfll A'PIl ...n.
success,
in any
or any other form of
save ii clean and straightforward

to his wife: "I can hardly bear to
leave here."
In his address here the president
dwelt on his kinship to the south. Hf,
said thnt two of his uncles, brothers oí
his mother, hud fought In the Confederate service. One of them had served on the Alabama and had tired the
last two shots fired at the Keursarge
in thut memorable battle.
"Men and women," he said in conclusion, "don't you think 1 have an
ancesteral right to ckiim proud kin
ship with those who showed their de
votion to duty as they saw their duty
whether they wore the gray or the
blue? Ali Americans, who are worthy
of the name, feel proud of the valor of
those who fought on one side or on
the other, providing only thyt each
did with all his might end soul und
mind his duty as it was given to him
to see his duly."

,
i
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of Alpena. Mich., Is reported áshore In
1'resque isle harbor, w hich is in Pies- clue Isle county, not far from Rogers
City.
Wreck of the Joseph Fay.
Rogers City, Mich.. Oct. 20. The
steam barge Joseph Fay, of Cleveland.
owned ny tne Hradley estate, sprang a
leak while lighting the furious eale on
Lake Huron oft this i,ort todav and
was beached by Captain Fletcher nt
Forty Mile light noint. 8 miles from
this place. The tremendous seas washed off the pilot house after the steamer struck the beach and Captain Flet- cner ana most or the crew of fourteen
men drifted ashore clinging to it. Al'
the other members reached the shore
In safety, clinging to the. wreckage, except Male
David ' Syze, w ho was
drowned.
The barge Rhodes which had been
In tow of the Fay was parted from her
consort during the storm and grave
rears are felt for the safety of the
barge and her crew' of six men. It it
thought the crew may have succeeded
In making sail and reaching the
Straits
of Mackinaw.
I'll it of Crew Itest ui'il.
Cleveland, O., Oct. 20. A telenhone
message from Lorain rays that the tug
nuriKei tiros., succeeded In eettln
alongside ihe steamer Sheldon, which
is nsnore four miles east of lhat port
for a minute this morning and in res
cuing live members of the crow.
the others could leave the steamer, tho tug was forced to abandon the
wreck. The captain of tho tuc con
firms the report that two were drowned and says some five or six of the
crew are still on the Sheldon, which Is
being swept by the waves. The life
aving crew from Cleveland, with a
surf boat, has 'been sent to the scene.
Two of Sheldon's Crew Drowned.
Cleveland. O., Oct. 20. During n
fierce storm on Lake Krie early today
the steamer Sarah K. Sheldon went
ishore east of loraln. She carried n
crew of 13 men, a number of whom
lumped overboard when the vessel be
gan to go to pieces. At least two of
the crew were drowned. The Sheldon
vlll he n total wreck.
Greatest Storm of the Year.
Detroit. Mich., Ocl. 20. The const
of the lakes was swept last niirht bv
the heaviest storm of the season.
n
at the mouth of the Detroit rlv-- r
was entirely suspended today foj
ill but light draft vessels,
the gale
having lowered the stage of the water
U the crossing to 18 feet, 10 Inches,
Iho lowest In many years. The wind
ilew forty miles an hour. .Lake llu--o- n
was lushed by n 42 mile gale,
while reports from Lake Krle were
that tho wind blew 30 miles, on Lake
Michigan last night a sixty mile gale
prevailed.
Heavy aina( on Shore.
Marinette. Wis., Oct. 20. The storm
Inst rilgiit did $,"0.000 damage along
the north shore of Menominee river
The docks have been washed away,
boat houses torn to pieces, many tugs
tnd gasoline launches destroyed and
quantities of logs In storage booms
washed away.
W hole Shore n W reck.
Menominee, Mich., Oct. 20. It Is estimated that SKiO.OOO
damage was
caused to docks, lumber, logs nnd
shipping by hist night's fierce
wind. Huge volumes of spray dashed
forty feel high anil wrecked everything along tho chore fifty feet from
ihe water line.
;rciit Damage on Michigan Shore.
(Jrnnd Rapids, Mich., Oct. 20. Reports from harbors along the east
shore of Lake Michigan. Indicate that
Inst night's storm was the most terrific known on the lake for many years.
Tho damage to harbors, piers, etc.,
will amount to ninny thousands of dollars. At Holland, the losses are estimated at 1200,000
South Pier nt
that, town has been entirely washed
away and, Ihe lighthouse was badly
wrecked. Today the heaviest sc.'i
known Is still running. Tho bay is
covered with wreckage. The two masl-?schooner. Kate Lyons of (Srand Haven, struck on North Pier, breaking In
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Capital and Surplus, $100,000.00
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First N&tlona Bank
522SiiEbmsSCí5SI3

Albuquerque. New Mexico
AT THE CLOSE OF BUSINESS, AUGUST 25,

RESOURCES

TOTAL

190b

LIABILITIES

Loans nnd Discount
$1,191,220.3!
lionds, Stocks, Itcul Kstatc
03,222. 60
Hanking House and Furiiituro
38,500.00
I'nited States IiomK. .$ 32.1,000 00
Cash nnd Exchange. . . 1,.'! 1),01." r0 1,00.1,0 1.I 50

Capital nml
Circulation
Deposits

$2,!)5.Vl5H.i!)

Irlfits

$

285,0.10.28

200,000.00

TOTAL

2,470,028

21

$2,955,058.

I

I
DEPOSITORY OF THE A,. T.

II

Iw n.

PLATT

till

ErUKUWOMEK

J. JOnNSON,
and Cashier.
Assistant Cashier,
WTLLJAM McINTOSIL
GEORGE ARNOT.
J. O. BALDRIDGE.
A. M. BLACK WELL.
O. E. CROMWELL.

Board of

optician in New
GIukhcs fitted for poor siKht,

First established

I'm I'in
foruniiaturrt
iiarKMittlariiiüutiohi
tmtfitioua or ultxmiiíoM
vt iniiCQua niftmtmttiofi,
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í,fnt or ytolTiiyu.
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The First National Bank will rent you a Safe Deposit Box for $2.50
a year and up. Call and let us explain the system.

WE FEEL SURE
ability to handle your
banking business to your
satisfaction. We shall be glad
of an opportunity to talk
Of our

with ymi

s.Jj

vben 'tllcvM. NfttnpiM Krw. Jf our itruftftit duM
bbv totm tina your uriMri u UM
UNITED MtOiCAL CO.,
T4.
.

ut

Lort

Albuqaerque. N.M.

STATE NATIONAL BANK

.

Ask your Grocer for the

Sold In Aibuquerque by J. U. O'lUcUy
A Vo.

Scott's

Santal-Pepsi-

Hot-se-

A POSITIVE

It is from old wheat, well
seasoned, guaranteed to make
the best bread and pastry. Your
grocer will supply you.
M. DERGER, Whole.de Ajent

ltd (Jlwt, do Difttlfir uf how
limit MRUihim, Absolutely

I'riiu

fculil

by drugglnl.

fl I or hr null,
II .OU, I boxoi, $1.76.

THE SAHTAL-PEPSI- N
BtllelootaliM,

Matul

t9.

CURE

Portnfttmfnittloii orCaUrrhof
tli Llariilortml Mimard hid-i- n
vi. HO CUSIS) HI. Curnt
quu-kljanil prninnPiit!y tht
worst rMt ul UunorrbM

Fire Insurance
Btllititt litcttitln
Office In J. C. notdrUbje's Lnmhm

Empress Flour

Capsules

n

htroili'M.

Auto. T'lion

13
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PILLS.

A. E. WALKER

Vr4

-

Cim-ai-

MOWH TO

Specialty
Kaddle Horses
W. Silver Avcmm. ..Albuquerque

Sicntir)

'il- A

FtMilEl ,

Riliiv fer Rtrru
MimrftOAfto.
i Rati..
fAtl. "ifi HUri
fo lión (lutruite4 i t Monty tUfutied. Hnt prMpl4
tw l.(I0 iur be. wm wild tartUM triftJ.to h ijtld for
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NEVER

..STABLES..

Boarding

Exclusive Agents for
Yellowstone and O. V. C. Whiskies.
Moct & Chandon White Senl C'liam-pairn- e.
St. Loubt A. II. C. Bohemian
and Jos. SclillU MllvCaokeu Kottletl
Beers, and Owners nnd Distributers
of the Alvarado Club Wlilhkcjr.
Write for our Illustrated Catalsrut
nd PHca List.
Antonuttlo Telephone. 19t.
Salesrooms. Ill South First Street.
ALHtlOPEltOCK - - WW MF.TirO

A

J.E.BELL

I

5

WHOLESALE

"

Livery, Feed and Sale

V

mm

Liquor Qi Cigar Dealers

URINARY
DISCHARGES

Each Catwule
bears tlienaaicM-W-

is

U&EAK1

d

íi.rtlfi Va
Bol u irinure,

Of fleers and Directors:
SOLOMON LUNA, President.
W.

Viee-rreslde- iit

headache and nervous strain. Office:
Paradoxical.
AppointRoom 9, Whiting Block.
Llghtlcigli I hear you have gone ments
made nt V.nin's Prim Store.
n for physical exercises',"
Heavyun Yes; I've been promised
I fat Job as soon as 1 get u Utile thinner Chicago News.
..?!

CAPITAIi, $150,000.00.

EVKRKJUT SPECIALIST
of New Mexico
Optometry.

Nil.

EXTENDS TO DEPOSITORS EVERY PROPER ACCOMMODATION
AND SOLICITS NEW ACCOUNTS.

S.T.Vann.O.D.
Mexico.

ífY.J'í.i:

BANK OF COMMERCE" ALBUQUERQUE,

W. 8. STRICKLER,

North l ifth Street
Cut This Out for r.efeiriice

President

li
ft

.t

We (tunantee (he Spots Will Xot
Ciiie linrk. We Live to Die and
Dye to Live.
I nd les anil (icnllenien:
J'or the hest
nnd. uncqualcd clothes clciinlii'r anil
dyeing telephone us. (ioodw called for
'
Hotli Telephones
and delivered.
Automat lo I'lionc, (175
Colorado I'lionc, ltcd 200-- 2 rings

O. F.

S. F. RAILWAY SYSTEM

61

AMPLE MEANS
AM) UNSURPASSED FACILITIES

French DryCIeaning

A

d

son-firme-

HEBUQUERQU

Navi-Tatio-

vi.-.s-

short-sighte-

105.

MONTEZUMA TRUST COMPANY

He-fo- re

ill-w-

guar-intee-

.Saturday, OttolMT 21,

spent her girlhood and which she left was one of the barges, the fate of the
as a happy bride. That he visit wan other remaining a problem.
fraught with many tender recollecEvidence of another wreck Is found!
tions was evident and as the president In the discovery of a considerable
drove away from the old Bulloch amount of wreckage floating by the
mansion, where his mother lived ami under bay island in Lake Huron to
was married, the president murmured day. The schooner Kmma L. Nellson

So much for ihe general subject of
Now. Just a word In
Industrialism.
reference to one of the great staples
of this country, which Is peculiarly a
vice of viewing with rancorous
states. Of
and hatred the men of wealth inertlyy staple of the southern I nm
giaa 10
course I mean cotton.
because they are men of wealth.
f
diversifications of Industry In the
Is, of course, merely a kind
ith. the growth of manufactures us
crooked admiration: and we often sec
II as the growth of agriculture, and
the very man who In public Is mostf
the growing growth of diversification
intemperate In his denunciation
Neverthewealth. In his private life most eaaer n crops In agriculture.
to obtain wealth, in no mutter wnut less it will always be true that incottonn
the southern states
fashion, and at no mailer what mor;il ivlll beof 'the
basis of the wealth, the
cost.
Undoubtedly there Is need of reg- mainstay of prosperity in the future
inis In the past. The cotton crop Is if
ulation by the government. In thegreut
enormous consequence to the entire
terest of the public, of th''e
country.
It was the cotton crop of
corporations which In modern life
hundred
have shown themselves to be the most the south that brought four gold
Into
foreign
efficient business Implements, and Million dollars of Inst
year, turning
which are, therefore, the Implements the United States
commonly employed by the owners of the balance of trade in our favor.
Is The soil and climate of the south ar;
Jarge fortunes. The corporation
u h that she enjoys a practical mothe creature of the tute. It should
always be held accountable to some nopoly In the production of raw cot-:oNo othr clothing material can
sovereign, and this accountability
Should be reul aud not sluim. There- Ibe accepted as a substitute for cotton.
welcome the action of the planters
fore. In my Judgment, nil corporations
doing an interstate business and th's !n forming a cotton association and
every
assistance shall be given them
larmeans the great majority of the
gest corporations, should be held ac- that can be given them by the nawe
Moreover,
countable to the federal government, tional government.
must not forget that the work of the
because their accountability should
be coextensive with their Held of ac- manufacturers in the south suppletion, llut most certainly we should ments the work of the planter.
the (Continued from Pnge 1, Col. fl.)
is an advantage to manufacture
not strive to prevent or limit corpo- raw
material here nnd sell to the suiiereii severely. Dock property was
to
rate activity. We should strive over
world the flushed goods. I'nilcr prop-o- r swept away at S. .Joseph, South Hasecure such effective supervision
methods of distribution it may well ven, Holland, lírand Haven and Musit, such power of regulation over It.
us to enable us to guarantee that its tie doubted whether there can be such kegon. Tho total daiiioge done is
nt Í 50.000.
uctlvlty will be exercised only In ways i thing as overproduction of cotton.
The Pete Marquette bridge, which spans the til.
beneficial to the public. The unwis- Last year's crop was neatly fourteen
was
bales,
yet
price
million
and
the
misbut
Joseph river near Its mouth, is in dandom of liny
guided effort to check corporate ac- sufficiently high to give a handsome ger tonight of being swept away by
planter.
consump-iotto
fashthe
The
striking
i
oroilt
In
been
shown
tivity has
the heavy swells, but It Is believed that
of cotton Increases each year, It will be saved inasmuch as the wind
ion in recent years by our experience
nd new uses are found for It.
In the Philippines and in Porto lUco.
on southern lnke Michigan has abatThis lends tne to a matter of our ed and the sea Is rapidly going down.
Our national legislators very properly
determined that the islands should foreign relations, which directly con- Much summer property along the east
vertís
the cotton planter. At present shoro of Lake Michigan has been badnot be exploited by advenlureres without regard to the Interests of the peo- our market for cotton Is largely in ly damaged.
The boycott of our goods In
Hut "hlna.
ple of the Islands themselves.
unfortunately in their seal to prevent 'hitia during the past year was espe- I.AKF
IIKPOIITS MANY
the cotton manuthe islands from belnj improperly ex- cially Injurious lo
SHIPS WKECKKI) HY S'POHM
government
doing,
Is
facturers.
This
such
of
mensures
they
took
ploited
Cleveland, Uhio,
20. As tin
severity as to seriously, and In some ind will continue to do. ail it can to result of the wildest Oct.
storm that has
Hut there
reMpe ts vitally, to hamper and reiard put a stop to the boycott.
swept Lake Krie in years, wrecks have
I he deveo;.ment
of the islands. There i one measure to be taken toward
the, strewn tile shore the entire dlstlnie
Is nothing that the Island need more this end In which I shall peed
isslstance of the congress. We must from Buffalo to Detroit. The storm
than to have their great natural
came with abrupt suddenness at an
developed, and these resourc- Insist firmly on our rights; and China early
morning, and cones fan be developed only by the abun- anlsl beware of persisting In a course tinued hour Fridayinterruption
through
without
we can not
dant use of capital, which, of course, if condui t to which
submit. Hut we in our turn out the day. At midnight tonight th
Vvill not be put Into them unless on
which reached Í4
oust re ogni.o our duties exactly as wind's velocity,
terms sufficiently advantageous to of- we
upon our rights.
we can miles an hour at its highest nolnt to
fer prospects of good remuneration.
init
We have made the terms not merely lot go into the International court of day, hud decreased but little in force
we go In with clean und foar.s were felt that the reports of
hard, but oflen prohibitory, with the
it it V unless
we can nut expect hlna l numerous wrecks received during th(
minis,
Itsult that American capital goes in- !o
us
Justice unless we do China Juc day did not entirely cover the extent
to foreign countries, like Mexico, and
Is there used with immense itdv.intage the. The chief cause In bringing of the damage wrought.
boycott of our goods In Chl- bout
the
The storm swept the lake from one
to the country in its development,
i:t was undoubtedly our altitude to
end to Hie other und every vessel that
while it canot go into our own possvard
Chinese
the
to
come
who
this
exposed suffered to a more oi
develop
was
thrt
essions or be used to
ry. This attitude of ours does less extent.
lands under our own flag. Th chief mintJustify
the action of the Chinese
The Uecoril of losses.
snfferers by this state of things are nit
The known losses as enumerated
the people of the Islands themselves. af the boycott, and especially some
the forms which that action .has tonight include the following:
It Is impossible too strongly to Inil:en. Hut the fact remains that in
Freighter Sarah Ii. Sheldon, beach
sist upon what ought to be the patent
'iict that It Is not only In the Interest he past we have come short of our ed und wrecked near Lorain.
luty
toward the people of China. It
of the people of wealth themselves,
Steamer Wisconsin, on rocks of Lo
but in our Interest, in the Interest of s ourownclear duty, in the Interest of rain. All probably saved.
lo
nir
nil
forbid
the public ns whole, that they should
Schooner King Fisher, lorn U
be treated fairly and Justly; that If Chinese of the coolie class that is, pieces off Cleveland.
or
iborers.
skilled
unskilled
from
abilithey show exceptional business
Steamer F. A. Prince, damaged neni
ty they should be given exceptional ninllig here. The greatest of (ill da- Cleveland.
Is
les
national
and
of
ability.
The
for
tissues
reword
that
Tug Walter Metcalf, sunk off Buf
our Industrial fabric are Interwoven he niost important step in national falo harbor.
Is to
preserve, In
In such complex fashion that whp.t very
Steamer Prinkel, reached Utiffalr
Way, the
of the wage
strengthens or weakens part also
damaged.
I am convinced
the badly
that
strengthens or weakens the whole. If .vorker.
Harge Yukon, sunk off Ashtabula
g
of our
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MICHIf. WX STORM
and hvsterlcal ns to Invite a re,v- - nrofusi ly decorated
with flowers and
Detroit, Mich., Oct. 20. Although
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Cool Nights Mean
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Horse Blankets
Yc have a large stock

of the

Gen-

This Space Belongs to

uine "5 A" Blankets which we are
making social low prices on now.

Plush Lap RoIkjs, Whips, Axle
Oils and all supplies' in Vehicles
and Harness line.
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London Club Livery
L. L. AYERS, Proprietor

-'

LIGHT AND HEAVY HARNESS

I
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J. KORBER.
Corner rirsr Street and Copper Avenoe.
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THE ALBUOUER OU

SAÉA. FE LIMITED
FASTER THAN THE
SALT LAKE FLYER
Latter Goes From Chicago
to Coast in

71

en.

Hours.

FAST TRAIN

SWELL

ON CLACK'S

;

servalive estimates. It la safe to say
that this capacity will have to be
doubled during the ensuing year, mak
ing Sliver City one of the most important smelting porlits In the entire
southwest.
The two most recent Improvements
determined upon are the 200 ton concentrating mill and the 250-to- n
furnace. The latter has been shipped
way.
Is
now
on
and
tho
It will be Installed as soon as it reaches here, and
will practically double the capacity of
the strictly smelting portion of tho
plant Two stacks are already In operation, says the Sliver City Independ-

NEW ROAD

Tucson, Arizona.

your Fall

W. E. NEAL, Albuquerque, New Mexico.

My Dear Sir: Your letter, with notice, has just reached
rue. I was aware from niy policy, that L would be entitled to
a "dividend" at this time, but I had no knowledge upon which
to base an opinion as to the amount of the dividend. I certainly
did not expect that it would be anywhere near the amount you
of my anmention. ($24. 1 5 cash). This is nearly
nual premium, $204.50. I am more than pleased with this
showing. 'I inclose herewith check for $204.50. The present

a!

.

Ibuquerque, N.

hilt

If you want c.mfort, a Top Coat Is necessary. Naturally y tu'll want one of our Handsome Coats.
The touches of tho artistic nnd skillful
tailor's handiwork aro everywhere visible.
Fabrics are the finest Imported
and
Domestic Coverts, Cheviots nnd Thibet, In all
the now patterns and shades.

M.

Gsnsral Agent far New Mexico, Arizona and Western Texas.

.iitH i

mm

Moderately cool days and cooler evenings
are now In order.

WOULD TOU LIKE TO HAVE A POLICY LIKE THE ABOVE? WH
HAVE A FEW MORE LEFT. FOR FULL PARTICULARS WRITE

W. E. NEAL,

'.M'??IB

Get It now. If It turns cool tonight, you'll
need It. If It doesn't, you'll need It In a day
or two, at best.

dividned, and subsequent ones unless otlferwise instructed
will be left to purchase additional insurance. You know we
have to protect the wife and babies, even if we have to go without a vacation ourself.
I hope to have the pleasure of meeting you here soon.
Very sincerely,
W. V. WIIITMORE.

minSeventy hours and forty-flv- o
ute from Los Angles to Chicago will
be the time of the new Salt Lake route
overland train It will go on December
1. T. C. Peck, assistant general passenger agent of the Suit Lnke Route,
who spent yesterday in the city on his
way from Chicago to Los Angeles,
gave much Interesting data regarding
the train, says the Salt Lake Herald.
"Itá time will be two hours longer
than that of the Santa Fc flyer," said
Mr. Peck, "but we know that In announcing- our schedule we will be able
to carry out our promises and will
not disappoint the public by delays.
"From Los Angeles to Salt Lake the
hours. The
time wili be twenty-si- x
train will leave this city for California
nt 1 p. m., and will nrrlvo in this city
from California at 3 p. m. It will arrive in Chicago at 11:30 n. m., the
third day after leaving California.
"The train will run over the Silt
Lake Route. Here K will drop a sleeper for the Denver and Hio Grande.
Otherwise Its equipment will run right
A tourist and a standard
through.
slee,er for each road will carry pasTry one drop of Schilling's
sengers tor the Milwaukee and the
Northwestern lines.
lemon extract in half-a-glas- s
Best
"The equipment will consist of a
combination baggage and buffet car,
of water.
In which; will be a compartment containing a dynamo for lighting the
Try how many drops of some
train, tw'o tourist and three standard
sleepers, a diner and an observation
car going right through. The standard other extract it takes to flavoi
sleepers will bo furnished with compartments for private parties so that as much.
they may' even have their meals servAt your grocet'i noneybac
ed in these if they wish.
"Of our present time schedule we
can be sure when the trains .start
SEALSIIIIT OYSTERS.
there will be no disappointment. This
None P.ettcr.
year we can observe points for ImThey
have the ihalf-sheflavor.
provement, and next year we will re
Hud only at
able to fix a schedule by which all
records will be broken between southern California and Chicago."
. Mr. Peck went on to tell of the results achieved at the
meeting of passenger agents. Among
y
rates to the coming
these are
When In need of an evening's
coast conventions.
amusement don't fail to go to Shaw's
handsome billiard and pool room at
The Arizona nnd Colorado.
115 Railroad avenue.
on
the
activity
renewed1
is
There
editor
The
&
road.
Colorado
Arizona
groceries. cornrEors
of the Gallup Republican has received TREATMENT. REASOXARLE
PRword that u party of surveyors have ICESA COMKIXATIOX HARD 'IX)
left Naco. Sonora, to locate the bridges Ri: AT. V. i. PRATT & CO., 21 1 S.
on the Cananea line from its present SECOND KTltKKT.
terminal to the coast of the Gulf of
California. The Cananea line is the
Reforc letting your blank hook work
Mexican division of the A. & C. road to bo sent out of the city, let us quote
purposes
a
nnd Is to all Intents and
you our prices. Wo mako nil kinds of
Southern Pacific road.. The informant siiecial ruled anil printed books, xiio
good
is
paper
there
stated that
of this
Mitiimer company nt ho Journal.
reason to believe that actual construcvery
tion work will be inaugurated
On your way liome Saturday nlglit
',
Boon.
drop Info the Wlilto Elephant, hnve a
P
cool bottle, sonic of our free lunch unci
Block Kignnl System.
X
liome happy.
The Santa Fe yards at liatón are
being fitted with the block system sigfjitof
eries; groceries; GROnal sorviiv which Is to be used all CERIES.
Till', FINEST I. INK OF
over the system, as soon as It can be ;o mux ix
e. ;.
city,
Installed.
IMS ATT & CO.'S, 211 S. SECOND ST.
"

'jifgy iiy'y

v,?.i??i-L'!y',-g?!-

Overcoat

one-eigh- th

Ground has been broken for the
erection of the new building In which
will be located the concentrating mill,
tts location is southwest from the office building, on the weft side of the
A. T. & S. F. railroad. Like all other buildings, it will bo substantially
constructed with sheet Iron covering.
The machinery for the mill has been
ordered, and it is the Intention of the
management to have It completed and
in running order not later than the
first of th year. Particular care has
been taken ta purchase only the most
machinery for
modern nnd
Installation In this department,
and
when ready for operation, it will he a
model of aFringrmcnt and mechanical
Ingenuity. Electrical power has" been
decided upon for the new mill, as well
as other departments refiilr-insame,
and for tills purpose there has been
Ilarri.-tulrordered from
Pa., a
power Fleming engine which
will lie (iirecuy connected with n
Crocker-AVheelgenerator. It has
been ascertained from practical experience that electrical power is the most
satisfactory as well as the most economical In the end. This Is particularly true with reference to the concentration process, In which absolute
even motion is necessary. The mill
will contnln twenty Wilftey tables1, ore
bins of (00 tons capacity will also bo
built to provide for the convenient
storage of the ores.

iwge Timen
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Prices range from ÍS.00 to 330.00.
My

er

Clothing stock

Dunlap Hats.

Is now

complete.

Nettleton's Fine Shoes.

A complete line of Tall Underwear In stock.

FREEA Handsome

'E jR. IB 5B

-

IVmillon

Silver-Plate- d

IVclsnn Sj.jo and
f .on Hkors

Spoon Free

Jager Umlcnvrur

Fine Clothing

An experienced lady demonstrator in charge of the
sales for this week only.

Albuquerqvie
Roof Paint
TO
IMPERVIOUS
HEAT
OH COLD.. CONTAINS NO
WILL. NOT
ACID.
RUN,
O RACK
O H
3 LISTER.
NONE BETTER. BOLD BT
OR CONTHE GALLON
TRACTS MADE.

More "Good Things to Eat" arriving every day.
Just opened a full line of lleinz's Hulk Preserves,
including

.

Raspebcrry

Cherries

Strawberry
Damson Plums

Pineapple

Borradailc&Co
Agenta.
West Gold Avenue
M7

P.lackberry

one-wa-

Call and let us demonstrate the superior quality oi
these goods.

THOS. F. KELEHER
Ix'atlier,

408

"G007 TIIIJVGS TO EAT'
oIo.

It)U

HITS

MAN AT FIIKXCII
W. A. Singleton, of Flagstaff. Arizona, wan seriously hurt by train No.
7, at French last night, says the Raton Range. Singleton, who is shipping
horses to Lodge City, Kansas, stepped
from tho' caboose of his train and
stood so close to the track that the idiot bar or the step on Engine No. 7
struck him In the back and knocked
him clown. He was broukht to th's
city and attended by Df. Hart, who
will send him to the hospital at Las
Vegas today. Dr. Hart fears internal
injuries, yet does not consider them
necessarily fatal.

Interesting Silk Items!
A

'FIFTY

MEN LAID OI F
AT SAN RF11X ARDI NO
Tuesday a considerable number of
men were being laid off and paid off
nt the Santa Fe shops, says
the San
"

Probably
Bernardino Times-Indenot less than r0 men were paid off
they
day,
discharged
nnd
during the
being from nearly all departments.
though most of them were from the
nietal working departments.
was
No explanation of the move
forthcoming from tho officials other
than that they desired to cut down
the force for a time and laid off the
least desirable of tho men on the rolls.
Something over $1.500 was distributed
among tho men discharged. Most of
the men, It I understood, expect to
at once leave the city.
While It is not officially stated, It Is
t
the company has been
understood
carefully Investigating the shops and
lias determined on a policy of getting
rid of the most undesirable and least
efficient of tho men, thus Improving
the class .of men employed here by
following up this process as fast as
the shop force Is Increased.
x.

d.

36-l-

Colored and Fancy Silks

Romo Sensible Alivien.
It may bo' a piece of superfluous
advice to urge people r.t this season
of the year to lay In a supply of Cham
berlaln's Cough Remedy. It Is almost
sure to ho needed before winter Is
over, and much more prompt and sat
(factory results are obtained when
taken as soon as a cold Is contracted
and before It has become settled In
the system, which can only be done
by keeping1 the remedy at hand. Thb
remedy Is so widely known and so al
together good that no one should lu
Rate about buying It In preference to
any other.'. It Is for sale by all drug
gists.

BIG IMPROVEMENTS

SILVER CITV

.

pieces of Fancy Colored
Silks, just the thing for shirtwaists and shirtwaist suits 75c
and Sfjc values, (o In this ale
He
for
Crepe de Chine, In a good
range of colorings, regular $1.25
08c
silk. Specially urlced tit

12 new

th-i-

DRESS GOODS
line of plaids In wools at .750
Plaid Mohairs. In a full line of
colorings, 40 Inches wide, at.... 75c
25 pieces of li"W shades of
Henriettas, 42 Inches wide, at $1.00
20 pieces of new shades I'oplln
and Prunellas, all new cloths. 40
and 44 Inches wide, at, per yd. $1.00

A new

all-wo- ol

Broadcloths
The largest and most comprehensive stock of these stylish fabrics to
We have
be found In New Mexico.
five distinct lines and from ten to
twenty-fiv- e
colorings In ench lln.
Priced at $1.110, $1.25, $1.75, $2.25,
$3.00 utid $3.50 a yard.

AT

SMEllfR

T&ilor Broadcloth
CJItANT COI XTY PLANT IS TO
IX Tin;
OXK OF

l.k;i:st
cSOlTliwi'Xr.

A

plant

111

ith a capacity of from 400

to 450 toni per
manche, MliiliiK
pany will hav
the close of the
From preicnl

day ii wmit tne i;o
and Hmeltlnsr com
at Hlivw City before
present year.
Indications and con

This a. new fabric of cotton composition not distinguishable from
the high priced Wool Jirond-eloth- s;
they come In the richest
printideep color with effective
ngs. Kultabie for drest-efl- ,
waists
and children's wear; yd. , 30c & 3.V?
I

I

i

wrv--

r

masera
WOMI'.NS'

llOSllJtV SPKCIAL
Women's Black llos"
clots,
with embroidered
and other designs, a regular 3T,c hose. Specially
Bit
priced at

tin- -

'.t

s

in.iti: is jrsT a faik ki:pkksi:ntatiox as
,

(SIX'OXI) 1TOOK)

Suits, made of Cheviots, and Fancy
Mixtures; all colors and sizes.
t
At 20.00 Long Jacket Suits, made of fine quality Herringbone Cheviots, with
side pleated skirt,
black and
and blues; ull sizes.
At $25.00 At this popular price we show more than thirty suits, In

to nut r.s

AT $10.00

man-tailore- d,

KIMONOS, DRESSING SACQUES AND WHAPPERS

Long Kimonos In flannelette, oriental patterns, plain border
$1.50
and large sleeve, at
Long Klmoims In velour flannelette, new patterns, sutln bind$2.50
ing and cord, at
Kimonos made of flannelette, with largo sailor collar and
$1.00 and $1.50
belt, trimmed with Persian border, at
Kimonos In flannelette, made with yoke and border of pluln
&0c
material, ut
Eiderdown Huth Robes of best quality matrlal, plain and fancy stripes, large sailor collar, with sutln binding, at $5.00, $7.50, $10.00
Eiderdown Dressing Sacques, good quality materials, very
$1.00, $1.50, $2.00
serviceable colors, at
Silk Dressing Sucques In the daintiest colors and white, very
elaborately trimmed In lace and accordion pleating, Just the
$5.00
thing, upwards from
Long Silk Kimonos In all colors with large flotver designs,
made with yoke and borders of plain materials, upwards from... $7.50
Long Silk Kimonos In the new butterfly fun and Jap Isntern
designs, made with new sleeve, bound In sutln of plain color and
$12.50
,
finished with sash, at

Buy

Underwear Now!

The prices were never lower, a though later In the season they will be
higher owing to the advanen in tho
pi le e of eoltoil and wool. Von can select now from a complete Hlock. Only
reliable makes in stock, such us the
Vassar, i incita, Mousing, Morode,
Forest Mills, llubeiis, in union suits
and separate garments, for ull age
and sizes from the smallest Infants to
the largest extra sizes made.
i

Children's Knit Underwear
Denton's Sleeping flarnrents.
made of medic ated cloth
75i3
Onclta rulen Suits for children, all
SOcj
sizes, per suit.
Muhslng Union Suits for children,
all sixes, per suit
$1.1:"
Heavy Fleeced Vests and Pants,
w hile only, in all sizes . . .unc: to ,
Essex Mill Ribbed Vests and Pants
ull wool, In grey only,
priced
2,"m!
upward from
Misses' Vests n nd Pants, fine ribbed. In whitu nnd grey, (thesn
lire made to fit the miss between
the ages of 13 to 16) Special
per suit
$1.25
Children's pants hi small rlzes
only, fleeced cotton, tan color.
To close these out, each only,., 10c'
(Irey and camel's hair vests and
pants Owing to a broken run of siz-- s
In this line we have reduced the entire,
line, rind ull sizes go ut ttpoclal low
prices.
Dr.

Women's and' Misses' Auto Coats In fine Kerseys and fancy
mixtures; Empire ami pleated box styles; ull colors and sixes.
AT $15.01) Women's and Misses' Coats, in line Kerseys, Coverts and
fancy mixtures; newest Umpire and Motoring styles; all colors
and sizes.
every new style, from all the latest fabrics; the greatetit AT $l.(ll Women's nnd Misses' Coals, In line Coverts, Hroadelolhs
and Scotch Mixtures, many new effects In Empire: and Hux
values In America.
styles; nil sizes.
SPKCIAI,
At $11.08 About twenty-fiv- e
Women's Stills, In an assorted lot of
WAISTS IOK THE WOMEX A XI) .MISSES
styles and colors, In short, medium and long coat effects;
worth up to $20.00, but being only one of a kind left we cut VESTING WAISTS, special values at $1.50, $2.50, $:l.5(l nnd $5.00.
the prices In order to close them out. Your choice ut $8.08, LINO ERIE WAISTS, special values at $1.00, $5.00, $7.5(1 and $10.00.
i'OS'ITMKS
TAFFETA WAISTS, special values at $5.110, 5.05. $7.50 and $10.00.
STIIIOHT AMI HOMK DP.KSSKS of Nun's Veiling, In Reseda green,
AND NET WAISTS, special vulues tit $5.05, $0.75, $7.50 and
French blue and black, tnndo full wulsts with silk girdle; pleated LACE
,
$10.00.
skirts, $19.50.
HISXRIKTTA DRESSES for street and home wear In navy blue, WOt'H., 11AT1STE WAISTS, special values at $3.50, $5.00, $0.75 and
$7.50.
green, red nnd blin k; made full circular skirts, full waist, lace yoke
unci silk girdle, $25.00.
PLAID SILK WAISTS, special values ut $5.00, $7.50 and $10.00.
(SEE WINDOW)
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Albuqucrque's Brightest and Busiest Store

Jacket

2SSSSS

SAI SAfiK A RFKC I.M-TWarehouse No. I, 414 416 Marquette Av., Albuquerque, N. M.
CATTI.K AM) IKKiS IlKiGKST
OlliCes: Grant Block
MARKET I'lUCfc FA 11).
CorrcsiHiiidence Solicited. 1'. O. llox 01

weoncl riiMir Is devoted to

At .15.00 -- Long and Short

R.ailroa.d Avenue

Slorlnir. Transferrin!?. Tist ritmt I iur. etc. Hpcclal Morwre facilities fnr merchants and manupianos, etc
facturers (Ipslrlnif space for carload lots. Separa tn coniparlmi nls for fiirnluice,111 soutliwuirt
wiirehouso
ipllcMon. Safest, and laosi
Slorattu rates given upon
I'olo. I'lione, ltvcliil-- 2
Automatic Plumo UIS

beginning of this line of our business Inivn v lieanl so many cvprchslons of approval from the visitors to (hit floor. The
the display and sale of DresM's for llicning. unci
Home" wear, Tailored .Suits, Coals, Skirls uml
WnlMs, WiapiM-rs- ,
Petticoats, Drcss-Inand Millinery. The different things were iiiiu"iiall.v well chosen Oils season and with
especial deference to Ihc tastes and the demands of our own c lientele, lib making our pun lia-- c s, us much care anil iitlenlioii was glien to
Hie details us yon yourself would give.
The materials were rigjilly eliosen as to weaves, finish mid colors; the trimmings mid linings in
the sume way. The dltrcrcnt Mylo models were sclcvtetl to obtnlii those which we knew would be appreciated by clisciiinliiatli: buyers.

entire

27-l- n.

36-i-

AND IMPROVEMENT

SUSS
Not since

115

THE SECURITY WAREHOUSE

he Outer Apparel Store for FaJl

Colored T&ffeias
large stock to choose from. Wo
carry over 150 shades and can
matc h any shade of dress goods;
1
inches wide; the very bent
made for the price, per yard. . .7."o
'
Iliac k Taffeta Silk, 19 Inc hes wide,
Specially
7"c grade.
regular
.l)i:
priced for this mile at
I'.lack Chiffon Taffeta, 21 inches
Tile
wide. Specially priced at
Illack Taffeta. 24 Inches wlde.war-ranteSpecially priced at,...8!)c
lilack Taffeta,
One piece of
tin exceptional good value for
Interlining. Specially priced at 9o
Illack Taffeta, regular 1.25
value. Specially priced at . , . .l)Hc;
Sfirln. Hluck Taffeta, regular $1.50
value. Specially priced at.... 91. 18
Hlack Taffeta, regular $1.75
,$1.38
value. Specially priced at

--

5TOR.ES

Secoud Street

FHRR mm

E6N

H

-

TWO BIG

KAILKOAO AVF.Xl'K

ESB5

few-days-

The celebrated Ironclad Hose for Children,
a regular'
value.
Specially priced for
1'Jc:
this week at

MAX GUSSA'ROFF
107

Fresh and Salt Meats

I'liono Itlk 292

'fry!?-

Holies,

Wholesale and Retail Dealer In

Mile-liner'- s

7

WI'-S-T

The Jaffa Grocery Company WM.

at

pipe.

ISIanUcts, i:tc.

raid for Hides and Felts.

Cash

Albuquerque

Ts a combination of contentment
and pleasure.
It represents
about the nearest approach to
absolute happiness that we mortals can experience. A good
meal will do considerable to satisfy a hungry man but A GOOD
SMOKE Is the thing that uts
him at peace with the world
Here's the place to get It, whether It be a cigar, a cigarette or a

m

Our Delicatessen Tables.

Furnishings,

Perfect Satisfaction

Palmetto ltoof I'alnt lasts Five Years
uml Slops Leaks.

Fish now added to the other good things on

&

e

Paints, Oils end Varnishes

Fresh Smoked Salmon and Fresh Smoked White

Yurd liiilMiror Hurt.
Inspect your library nnd select tlie
Automatic Phono 211
John Hloks. a laborer in the Raton volumes in need of repair,
then take
yards, was b ully cut and bruised about tliein to
they
where
can
he
the face and head Monday morning, mude good us new uta nominal cost.
while unloading a car of twenty-fou- r
Inch tile. ..One of the tile fell on a
heavy board, the end of which Mruck
Hicks In the face badly tearing bis
upper lip and breaking his nose. Hicks
Is under the doctor's care, but will be
as the physi
at work In a
CillLDKKN'S
cian does net regard bis injurie as
IIOSIKUV SI'ITIAL
TRAIN NO.

llanies, Saddles, Lap
lloise

Wilson

Sths

with every purchase of Cudahy's Extract of I'.cef.

trans-continent- al

jfc

EarUl

L

Huts
Net ticoil's SlinfS

ll

the

Manhattan Skirts

M.-MANDEL-

f
Dnnlup

Hwsm.ow)

New Flannelette Wrappers of good quality material, deep
flounce on skirt and finished with ruffles over shoulder and
braid trimming, at
...$1.00
Rest quality Flannelette Wrupers, mude In the effect of tho
o
house dress; very full skirt and waist, very neatly
trimmed, ut
$1.50
two-plec-

MODERATELY PRICED TRIMMED HATS
In Inclusive Street mid Suit Styles.
Especially prepared displays In our Millinery Salesroom at $5.00, $8.00,
point which we wish to Impress slfll
$10.00 Hats. The
more emphatically upon every woman In Albuquerque Is the unapproachable value of each prl . Artistic designs and beautiful color
effects will be seen In almost endless variety In the hundreds of
practical styles.
ART NEEDLEWORK DEPARTMENT Have you seen our line of
choice little novejtlc's to nmke up for the holidays? They ure simply
exquisite praeticul, easily made and very Inexpensive. Beautiful
new Sofas Pillows, Linen Table Covers and Scarfs, etc.

Women's Vnderwear
Onelta Union Suits, colors white
uml grey, slr.es 3 to 10. at
. . .75c. $1, $1.50,
$1.75, $2.25, $3.00
Vassar I'niou Suits, In white or
grey, nt .. ..2.5(1, $3.0(1 and $1.00
These are mudo In
silk
and wool and mercerized.
Set snug union suits, In pure white
and cream, heavily fleeced, and
open all the way down the front,
$1.80
per ult
Llghe weight
vests nnd
pants, groy or
hite, per gar- $100
ment
heavily
Heavy
weight cotton,
fleeced back, per garment
all-wo-

all-wo- ol

2ac, 35o Mild

COo

SPECIALS
Women's grey vests, all wool,
regular 11.25
ment. To close out only
Women's white wool vests
punts, regular $1.00 goods.
close out reduced to

gar-

75o
nd
To
75o

'

American Naval
bíJflDiiqtierque norninglournal
Development
Published by the
DEMOCRAT PUBLISHING

D. A. MACFHERSON,

COMPANY

resident
H.

R

W.

BURKE, Editor.

&

HENIXO, City Editor.

matter at the
Entered as second-clas- s
under act of congress of March 3, 1879.

poHtofilce

at Albuquerque,

N. M..

THK MORMXO JOIR.VAL IS THE LEADING REITRLICAN PAPER
OP NEW MEXICO, SI PI'Olt TlXfi THE PKIXCIPI.ES OE THE KEPUBLI-CAPARTY ALL THE TIME AM) THE METHODS OF THK REPUBLICAN
PARTY WHEN THEY Alt!; RIGHT.
Larger circulation Hum any other pniM-- r In New Mexico. The only paper
In New Mexico lisiiod ewry day in the year.
X

"The Mornliiff .ournni hnn a higher clnulntloii rating thai Is accorded
lo any other iucr In Albuquerque or any other "daily In Xcw Mexico." The

American

XwHuier Directory.

TEISMS OF SI BSC KIITIOX.
T)ally, by mall, one ypar in advance

...$5.00
.00
.50

Dally, by carrier, one month
Dally, by mall, one month

- - NEW MEXICO

ALBUQUERQUE

s.vrntDAY MoitMMi.

orroiiER

21,

..

inn,--

All a Mistake
thinks if Kmlfy should bo nppotnted governor of
New
CkIhiuI Fnt would commit hail karl. That's where
hhows it Isn't a itiainti'il with the colonel. If Rodey
the (iiizt-ttshould be aiiioiiili'il governor today Colonel Frost would be the
original llodey man tomorrow, and liix piiprr would be whooping It up for
Joint statehood with a vigor that would make the original advocates of that
measure feel small. That postmaster in North Carolina who "would like to
see any administration change quicker than he could." wasn't In It with the
governor's chronic organ at Santa Fe when It comes to standing In with the
push.
HE I'h'ienix

Ci

iZ' ttn

Dry Farming

y

"the Campbell method'' of cultivating the soil in this
territory without irrigation, and which some of the territorial papers
are booming as something new under, the sun, has been practised
by the people uf Torreón, Chilili, Cedro, Tijeras and various other
settlements In the vicinity fur time out of mind, and while It is not as reliable
its f irming by irrigation, experience has demonstrated that the "dry" farmer
can count with certainty upon as many good crops in a given number of years
as the "rain" farmer in any of the states. Hut those papers which are pushing this method are doing a good work, and rendering valuable service to the
entire "arid region" by calling the attention of the public to the fact that a
considerable part of the area of this region can be made to produce good
crops without irrigation if cultivated carefully and thoroughly.
HAT is called

EVcry Little Helps
AX adjoining column we print a letter on the subject of the fair deficit,
from a writer who proves his faith by his works and encloses a
bill to show that he is willing to act upon his own advise. The Journal
holds the money in trust for the fair association, and the new treasurer,
when elected, can get It without blowing up the safe. We are willing to give

1IN

one-doll-

him the combination.

A "Safe HUKI'

e

IIE world's financiéis have no fear that the Russian empire and Its government are to he overturned. They are much too eager to have a
share of the forthcoming Russian loan to feel anxiety as to the stability of the
The departure of Mr. Morgan's partner, George
, I'erkms, for Europe to arrange for the flotation of a part of the new loan
in this country is worth .1 great many dispatches from Russia on the Internal
condition of the count! y, ami the pronn ss of the revolution that every one was
anticipating a few months unir. The money lenders and the bankers of Iler-liParis, London and New York evidently are convinced 'that Russia Is again
a "safe risk" now that tin- war is over. The autocracy is seated more firmly,
having no more defeats in Mam burla to f.n. e.
n,

THE Springfield Republic ;m finds that Mr. McCurdy has added some new
meanings to two of the most respectable words
the language. Here they

are:
Eleemosyn u
Philanthropy

-

In a lug a $ , O.OOO salary.
otttng one's family In on the ground floor.
I

t- -

Municipal Ownership
HE municipal bb a Is taking hold in New York. The question of the
municipalization of public utilities ),;,., ,lt,K ).,. nn. academic one
there, but of late the ti,e of opinion seems to have set strongly In
favor of city control of transportation and lighting. The popularity cf
the municipal ownership prim iple is indicated by the fact that not only the
Municipal ownership league, which has nominated Mr. Hearst for mayor, but
also the republican and Tammany organizations have indorsed the principle.
Tammany's recently adopted platform dec lares:
"Municipal ownership of important public utilities has long been accepted
democratic doctrine, nd ).,h been rcpeated'y recommended In democratic
slate and local platforms. The most serious obstarle to Its realisation has been
ih reckless and corrupt granting by state legislatures of perpetual franchises
Without compensation to our city and in disregard of its interests and charter
rights. The present and previous democratic administrations, in the face
of such difficulties, and restricted by the constitutional debt limit, have municipalized many public utilities, with a just regard for private rights Involved.
Public ownership Is 110 longer a campaign cab-i- word, but a principle applied
and in operation In this, the greatest of American cities."

A Startling Statement
made by a superior Judge In Han Francisco
HE startling statement
that j per cent or the criminals who Appear In the courts tire under
age. many of them being In their early "teens. In Oakland the sherPY
has undone a gang of hoys who began with Idleness and mlsiief and
went on from petty pe illations to burglary, highway robbery ami finally

to murder.
In several Instances It has been found that dperntr crimes, attributed
by the experts to aged, hardened and skillful criminals, have been committed by mere boys. In many of these cases there appears no element of
heredity. Their parents are upright people iihd their home surrounding
were not nolssome. Their parents seem to have given them everything but
occupation. Lacking that and Its wholesome influence they formed gang
and went into crime.
It I an unpleasant, a fearful thing, this Juvenile crime, s.iyn the Call.
It I rife, not only In California, but all over the country, and reeks In every
large city. Foreign Immigration fills placen In the trades and handicrafts,
mo that American boys are not wanted as apprentlf es, and their natural
activity seems, to their immature minds, to have Its natural outlet in criminal
adventure. It Is extremely doubtful If boys who hav mudo such entry upon
trim cti be reclaimed. The Jaw can protect society ngalnst them. But
om great effort should be made to prevent other following In their foot- -

Saturday, October 21, 1905.
'
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ÜEXIG0 HEAT

DUNBARo Fresh

ÜMET

De Palma Federico In the Nuova
Antología of Home has printed an in
teresting article on the American navy
from which the following is translated
oy tne uterary Digest:
It Is plainly seen that America s
program oí new naval construction Is
not based on the barren theory of
mere naval defense. Its purpose is Indubitably to provide means for carrying on offensive warfare, over a large
area, in blue water. The twelve vast
ironclads, of 16,000 tons displacement,
all the new ships of the line, constituting a homogenous fleet of immense
power, capable of meeting In battle
and receiving the flr-- of the most powerful European squadrons, Impress us
with the fact that the American fleet is
intended to do" something more than
guard the coasts of the continent from
the occasional attack, more or less
problematical, of some European fleet;
the whole program of the new naval
construction is an elaborate prepara
tion for offensive war by sea.
The writer is inclined to felicitate
the United States because its new navy
is to be built at a time when the con
struction of steel war ships has passed
the cxperimentalstage and has become
a definite science, and he speaks with
pride of the Italian engineers and designers who have convinced all the
world that Italian builders were indeed, and still are, the cleverest and
most accomplished projectors of battleships. He also dwells upon the
advantages which the United States
government derives from the fact that
its battleships are economically built
by private firms, thus saving the enormous cxpeiises of public dock yards.
In the following words he points out
what he considers to be the only danger which may threaten the efficiency
of the new American Navy:
"The wealth in dollars which enables the United States to build in less
than five years a really formidable
navy by producing ships will not be
equally succesful in producing seamen
when these are wanting. It is doubtless true that the seaman of a modern
ship of war is not a sailor in the
strict sense of the term. The crews of
a warship are no longer the gang of
former days, experienced in handling
sailing vessels. The sailor has been
replaced by the skilled artisan; for
the modern ship Is a machine, a
complcxand delicate parts,
each of which requires the cure of
specialist machinist, stoker, electri
cian or torpedist any one of which
without any sea experience, might
come straight from the workshop or
the foundry.
He goes on to say that the Ameri
can skilled artisan loves his liberty
ind his high wages too much to sub
mit to the discipline, confinement and
comparatively low pay of the naval
service. He refers to the fact that 20
per cent of enlisted men desert from
the American navy unnally. It is tru
hat the Americans are patriotic and
llock to the (lag, whether by sea or
land. In time of danger. But the battle of the straits of Korea showed
that courage and patronage without
special training are powerless. In this
respect European navies are superior
to the American, which possesses lit
tie more than 03.000 trained seamen.
This deficiency he hopes and believes
will be remedied in time.

Viy
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Sources of Italian Progress.
The savings of the Hallan people
Uiow large gains.
Manufacturing in
dustries have increased amazingly al
though the country docs not possess
iron or coal.
The abundant water
power Is beginning to be used for in
dustrial purposes, largely for the crea
tlon of electric energy. Within
the
last decade the exportation of manufactured
goods has advanced from
$31,400,000 to $SO,40,000.
Jn former
times; Italy imported nearly all cotton
goods, now her cotton factories not
only supply the home demand, but export heavily to the Levantine countries
and to South America. By putting a
heavy duty on imported sugar, sugar
beet cultivation has become an important domestic branch of agriculture
and home production now supplies the
home demand.
Machine and shipbuilding and the manufacture of cars
and of automobiles have made great
progresa.
Another cause of the betterment of
the finances and the economics of Italy
is to be found in the accumulation of
money and property by the Italian
in the United States, Hrazil,
Argentine and other countries. These
emigants are very frugal and Industrious almost as much so os the Chinese coolies. Every year a large part
of their earnings Is sent home to relatives und for investment in home securities. One-haof the Italian emi-- í
rants return to their native country
ifter they have saved a small competency abroad. The export trade of
Italy Is constantly increasing, especially in eastern countries, where it Is
making
Inroads on the long estab-lihe- d
trade of old
manufacturing
countries. Some economists see in the
Italians the Japanese of Europe. They
are constantly gaining In the trade
with Turkey and other countries In the
Levant and they have strong aspirations for getting colonies In Asia Minor and Africa, which are to supply
them with raw materials and will become large and profitable markets for
Italian manufacturers. In aid of this
aim the Italian legislature has recently
voted $30,000,000 for the Increase of
the navy, which, by 1909, will have in
service fifteen modern built line of
battle ships, thirteen ironclads of older style, fourteen protected cruisers,
e
eight smaller
cruisers, twenty-eight
torpedo destroyers, forty-tw- o
g
torpedo boats, forty-seve- n
torpedo boats of the first and second
class and thirteen submarine boats.
Consul General Ouenther.

OF OUR GOODS AND PRICES. W
are always Just a little under the mar--ke- t.
We are receiving some new and
original designs in Body Brussels and
Deson Velvet Carpet and Rugs, from
Also some at$1.00 per yard and up.
Intractive patterns of Í and
grains at 65c per yard.
See our window display for a gentle
Heaters from
reminder of winter.
$2.50 up. Comforters from $1.00 up.
up.
90c
from
and
Blankets
Get the Habit.

GAME LX SEASON.
211 West Gold Avenue, Albuqnerqne

COLUMN

REAL ESTATE
S.
NEW TELEPHONE
MONEY TO LOAX ON GOOD REAL
ESTATE SECURITY AT LOW
RATES OP INTEREST.
FOR RENT.
modern house on South Arno

MERCHANT'S
Is the place to go for a

house on Silver avenue.
corner Gold
Fine house,
avenue and High street
house, Highlands, 1 14.00 per
month.
partly furnished. South Arno

J. D. EMMONS

Good Dinner or Short Order
216

$12.00.

Carpenter Shop, Railroad Ave., 87.50.

(Successor to The Futrelle Furniture Company)
Corner Second Street and Coal Avenue
Both Telephones.
West End of Viaduct

South Second Street
P. Steffen, Prop..

FOR SALE.
house, furnished, good loca
tion. JU50.00.
frame house. Highlands, with
two lots on a corner, $1100.00.
House and lot, good locaüon with
shade and city water. Highlands;

C&II for

frame in one ef the best
locations on Broadway at a Bar-

gain: modern
Ranch, 10 acres alfalfa, fruit fine
land, etc.. II.Z0U. A srooa Dusiness
ehnore.
the
Brick house in fine lonctlon. nearpaycash or easy
railroad shops:
ments: a good chance to buy a
nice property on the Installment
nlan.
Hotel and restaurant: one of the best
locations in the city; 30 rooms; tnts
Is a monev maker: Drice 1800.
house; modern. South
Fine nine-rooBroadwav; $4,000.
Five-roobrick, two lets, on South
Broadway: very cheap.
Five-rooframe, two loti, on John
street. 11. 300.
South Edith
house,
street; fine location; $1,900.
house on North Second street,
in good repair; $1,550.
Three hundred and twenty acre ranch.
hay alfalfa, granea iruu trees,
ffonrl hiill.Hnira. etc.
Small poultry farm, close In. with or
without poultry; easy terms.
Seven-rooframe, three lots N. Third
St.. $2,700.
Seven-roobrick house in Highlands,
South Arno st. $1.850.
of
Four acres of land
a mile from oostofflce, with lots of
trees
thereon.
and
house
fruit
brick houBe, S. Third St.
$3.000: reasonable terms- BUSINESS CHANCES.
Good ranches near the city for sale
at reasonable prices.
Houses for Rent.
Fire. Insurance.
Rents Collected. Taxes Paid, and
entire charge taken of nrooerty for
residents and
m

m

m

m

m

three-auarte-

rs

Six-roo- m

E. I!. DVNBAR ffl

A

full set of teeth

Gold Crowns
Fillings, upwards

for...... $8.0
1.00

Teeth extracted without pain.
B. F. OOrP, D.D.&
Room 19, N. T. Armijo Rulldlmj

"Both Vhones

eeeeeeeee4-ee-

Albuquerque Foundry
and Machine Works
R. P. HALE, Proprietor
Iron and Brass Castings, Ore, Coal
and Lumber Cars, Pulleys, Grate
Bars, Babbitt Metal, Columns
and Iron Fronts for Bulld-- 1
ings, Repairs on Mining and

lint

WEED AND TRANCFKB
. . STABLE!. .
Class Turnouts at Reason-

Four Facts
To

I

it. ..

Not

..

.

tílti
.

W. P. METSHLF

MRS. J. BOULDEN,

Real Estate and
821 Gold Avcnuo.

Insurance, Surety Bonds.
Notary Public

NO DUST

I

OR CINDERS

j

OTAMnnpn
Ul nllUfllllJ

PLUMBING

sea-goin-

En route, April 12, 1
Lesa dust on thjw road than ary
I was ever over.

Popular Subscription
to meet fair Debt
Editor Morning Journal.
In response to your "want ad." for
suggestions on the fair situation, the
writer thinks you are outlining the
right course through the tangle. With
the decision that the bills must be
paid, we are the better able to deal
howwith the next question,
and
when?
A way which would perhaps appeal
least to practiced people, but which
ought to work out. Is In the line of a
direct popular subscription from all
citizens who can he brought to realize that a default in this matter must
not be, and that If all will be Just a
little magnanimous and make a small
sacrifice for the mere satisfaction of
settling the matter cheerfully and
promptly they will In all probability
remember the satisfaction long after
they have forgotten the sacrifice.
Ttie work of presenting the matter
strongly and wisely on this basis
would fall to the Morning Journal and
other Albuquerque paper. I believe
It would1 be successful,
bemuse it
Should be and I think it hot unlikely
the settlement of the deficit might
come 4o be recognized as only one of
several valuable objects accomplished
by the success. Herewith is enclosed
one direct popular subscription to illustrate the idea whether It is to be
tried further or hot. . . U. N. K.

J

Our Yardis the Right Odc

jack McCarthy,

San Francisco, Cal.

Tlmt wp'ciiu'I sell them nny
cheaper, but .H'ST AS T1HAP.
$1011.00 to $200.00, according to
location.

lor

LcTMBER, LATH. SHINGLES, et&,
rhen yon call at J. C. BALD RIDGE'S
well stocked lumber yard. He Carrie
a big stock of Windows, Doors, Paint,
Oils, Brashes, Cement, Building Papesj

fUfi rH$ nH
--

That the terms are
week.

$1.00

J. C. Baldride
405 S. First Street

L. B. Putney

That beside these lots we have
fully 800 more scattered nil over
the cliy. RcineiulMT ours is the
office whore
EVERY HOLLAR DOES
ITS DCTY.

Established 1878

an

.

Wholesale Grocer

.

FEED, FLOUR

tliot

Company

for

The Denver & Rio Grande System

AND GRAIN

Ultctiell

Wips

THE 8CENIC LINE OF THE WORLD.

ALBUQUERQUE, N. M.

Shortest and Quickest line from Santa Fe to Denver, Colorado Springs

HO West Gold

Poeblo, Cripple Creek, Canon City, Salida, Lead Tille, Glenwood
Springs, Grand inaction, Durango, Bllrerton, Tellurite, Coljrado, aad
all points wet.

RAILROAD TIME TABLE

Notary Public

Remember we do a loan business

NEW TRAIN

niiii

Effective June 4, 1906.
Eastbound.
Depart.
Arrive.
No 3 Atlantic Ex. 7:65 am 8:30 am
REAL ESTATE
No 4 Chi Lim... 11:59 p m Tue & Fri
" "
"
12:09 am
Wednes. & Satur.
No 8 Chi A K C
W. Gold Avenue
Offloe: 206
Express
:45pm 7:45pm
Auto. Phone 335
West Bound
Depart
Arrive
No 1 Los An, Ex.. 7:80 pm 8:15 pm
No 8 Calif Lim . .10:40 a m Mo & Thu
10:60 am
No 7 San Francis
co Fast Mall 10:45 p m 11:10 p m
South Round
Depart
No 17
11:30 pm
FIRE INSURANCE
(Connects with eastern trains.)
REAL ESTATE
Arrive From South-- No
LOANS
22
7:80 am
Automatic Phone 451
(Connecting with No. 2 eastbound)
ROOM 10, N. T. ARMIJO BUILDING
All trains dally, except No. 3 and 4.
No, 1 carries through chair,
and tourist sleeping- cars to Los
Angeles.
Wo. 7 c&rrie Uirou?h chair, standard and tourist sleeping cars for San
Francisca.
It. 8. LTJT, Agent.
SANTA FE CENTRAL RAILROAD
WHOLESALE
MERCX1ITS
.
In Effect Dec. 25, 1904.
Northbound
Wool, Hides and Pelts a gpoclaltj úouthbouncl
1
STATIONS.
No.
No. 9
Albuquerque and Las Vegas
1:00 pm Lv.. Santa Fo..Ar 4:30 pm
1:20 pm ... Donaciana ... 4:10 nm
1:45 pm ...Vega Blanca... 2:45 pm
2:20 pm ... .Kennedy
3:10 pm
2:45 pm . 1
Clark . . , . . 2:45 pm
pm
Stanley ..... 1:65 pm
3:30
Morlarty
4:05 pm
1:20 pm
:BQ pm .... Mcintosh .... 12:45 dm
6:45 pm . . . Estancia
12:20 pm
4:20 pm
Wllllard
11:15 am
1:60 pm . ... Progresse .... 10:45 am
DR.UOGIST
7:20 pm
Blanca ..... 10:25 arn
: iw pm Ar.. Torrance ,.Lv t:40 am
Read down
Read up

THE DENVER & RIO GRANDE

í

For illustrated advertising mattter and farther particulars apply a

....

Rankin & (o.

S. K. HOOFER,
G. P.

addrees,

A. b.

205 West Railroad Ave.

e

$2522

e

e

t
'

e
e

Second Class Colonists Rates
i

September 15th to October 31st
Stop overs allowed in California. e
For particulars call on any agent e
e
of the Santa Pe.

....

....

Oole

California

Kelly & Co

PRESCRIPTION

t, Deaver,

4eee4e4e4eeee4oe

$25:22

Gross,

....
....
....

I,

jsjlUaux, Traveling raatenger Agt., Santa Fe, If. M.

gereeeeereee$

-

....

RAILROAD COMPANY

Carry on their standard gauge traína Standard Pullman and Toarlat
Sleepers, Dining Cart and Chair Can, andl a the sepular rente te all
pelnta In Colorado.

Dealers

RUPPE

SERVICE

Between Santa Fe and Alamesa, Colo, where eonnectlen la mad
with standard ruage trains far all pelnta east, and affords paasengera
at Denrer, Celorade Bprtngs er Pueble
the adrantage et stepptni-srer- s

I N. Peach H Co. Í
Í

.. Í..4.J

.

SANTA FE IS THE WAY

s-- r

s

B.

AVENUE

flO--

2

t

RAILROAD

CO

Iron Pipe, Fittings and Brass Goods

ts

old-typ-

HEATING

Gasoline Engines and Pumps. Garden Hose

the Surety Investment Compiiny.

Both Phones.

WEST

412

AMD

Plumbing, Heating

The California Limited Log
Book:

That we can sell yon nny of
the lOastoru Addition 1ots that
wo are the only real estillo firm
that has this agreement with

Porterfield

Accident and Life.
S21 Gold Avenue

Mexico.

Remember
I

......

fm .

TII6 ENGLEWOOD
Prop.
Aibuqu'-rrrie-

..I

Jk

e

you want to get into a residence
district where you will feel sure
that business houses will not be
creeping out your way and spoiling your home site, and you want
some assurance that factories,
smoke stacks, saloons and other
things too numerous to mention
will not be encroaching on your
castle moat.
YOU CAN HAVE
all these protections and immunities in the Highlands without any
manner of doubt. Come in and
talk it over with us. '

a CO.

able Rates.
New Phone Wo, 119. Old Phone, No.

T T

IT

eeeee..e-í-eeeee-

e

CHOICE
BUILDING

Machinery is our Specialty
FOUNDRY
East Side Railroad Track. Albuquerque

LIVERY

111

Front

"Blue

WHEN YOU BUILD

Milling

W. L; TRIMBLL

e

4--

COO

from.....

Call for
Sample

Facial Creme and Skin Food
VIOLET
2 os. jar 25c; os. jur 50c
Williams Drug Co

Auto. Phone 204
CO- - Cerner Second Street and Copper Ave.

Corner Gold Avenue and Third Street.

HYGIENIQUE

Sample

brick house, corner Marquette
avenue, and North
6th street;
83.200.

"

m

S900.

Six-roo- m

'

ly

GadEe

street.

street,

and Salt Meats

'

'

We Invite a Compa,

ANDRES ROMERO, Prop,

lf
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BLACK, G, p. A, Topeka, Kane.
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THE ALBUQUERQUE

Saturday, October 21. 1905.

FMAL WRECK ON

M

JUDGE ABBOTT

GRANDE NEAR

DAUGHTERS OF

OVERRULES THE

THE REVOLUTION

CALIENTE STATION SANTA FE DEMURRER

Caledonian Damage Suit Lew Wallace Chapter

an Killed an

Will Go to Trial.

Severely Injure
BODY OF WALKER REMAINS

,

Special to the Mrnlnfj Journal.
EspanolaV N. M., Oct. 20 The
southbound vraii on the Denver &
Rio Grande, Vliii in Santa Fe at 3:30
p. m., was wrVoJked at 1 o'clock today
near Ojo CalMite, Taos county, by a
broken rail. V
P. A. Walker, of Tulsa, I. T., representing the Irrigated Lands Investment Co., of Denver, was Instantly
killed, Manuel Atencla, of Santa Cruz,
had a leg cut off, and another passenger was severely hurt.
The whole train was derailed, the
passenger coach being turned completely over. The injured men were
taken to Santa Fe. The body of
Walker lay for an hour or more under
the overturned car before It could be
rescued. The track was badly torn
up for several hundred yards.

"

A.' B. McGaffey left yesterday for
Farmington in the interests of the
Henham Indian Trading company,
which has some big storea in San Juan
county.
The High Bchool football team will
try another game with the University
team at Traction park this afternoon.
The game will be - called at 1:30
O'clock. Mrs. P. N. Yunker, wife of the former proprietor of the Windsor hotel

in Socorro, left last night to visit her
daughter In Los Angeles after upending the day in Albuquerque.
John Dennis, formerly a clerk in
the office of General Passenger Agent
W. J. Black in Topeka, and later ticket clerk in Deming, left yesterday for
Topeka, accompanied by his wife.
Mrs. Thomas J. Keleher returned
to Whltcomb Springs yesterday. She
eays that her son, Tom Keleher is
rapidly recovering from the sprained
spine ho sustained in a runaway recently.
Mining Expert F. A. Jones returned
yesterday from Hlo Puerco station,
where he went to look over the ground
for eastern capitalists who are projecting an irrigation
plant for the Kio
Puerco valley.
An Improvement needed in Albuquerque for lo, these many years, is
now being made. The street commissioner Is filling South Fourth street
between Gold and Silver avenues. The
street In front of the Commercial club,
one of the busiest buildings in the
:lty, has long been all but impassable.
It will now be filled to grade and
milled, then coated with adobe, and
will be one, of the best blocks In the
city.

The Opportunity club, of the Bap-th- e
in
the
church gave a social
church last night, which was largely
.tnH"d pnd hugely enjoyed. The
program of music, addresses, games
d
was sufficiently
Mu reiresnments tastes
and the sum
to meet all
realized from the entertainment will
go far toward paying for the new
by the
purchased
organ recently
One of the most pleasing
church.
features of the program was the
singing of Mr. Frank Curtain, a barytone, who promises to become popular with Albuquerque music lovers.
vu-rle-

ENGLISHMEN AFTER
MINES

OITIOX PASSES TO 1XX1)()

N

COM--

:

Kl Paso, TeXKS. Oct. 20. James I.
Long, general manager of the Hidalgo Mining Co. and the Parral and
Durango Railroad Co., today gave an
rnr
Antinn In F.I (un tn un Mnp-lisporation on all the holdings of his
company.. This includes the Hidalgo
Mining Co.'s properties at Minas Nuevas and Santa Barbara, with their
three large mills, power plants and
other equipment. There are seventeen mines Involved in the deal besides the Parral and Durango railroad
and extensions and valuable timber
tracts southwest of Parral together
with saw and planing mills, and facilities for handling immense quantities of fuel for the various mining
nnd other enterprises of Parral and
vicinity.

out

A LIST OF
CHEESE WILL
CÍIVE VOC AN IDEA OF THE VA.
Ill ETY OF OCR IMMENSE STOCK:
EDAM FOIL

McLAl UFA'S IMEPLMj
FORT

TO

IMPRESSIVE ADDRESS

FUE ANSWK

BY

THE TERRITORIAL

REGENT

Judge Abbott yesterday gave his
Lew Wallace Chapter, Daughters of
decision on the demurrer of the Santa the American Revolution, was formalFe railroad and the Colorado Fuel &
Iron company to the suit of the Cale ly brought into existence last night at
donian Coal company of Gallup, Phe residence of Mrs. Iternard S.
asking $400.000 damages for injury i Rodcy, on North Eighth street, when
tsecitrt It- - the charter was presented to the local
ouurim uiiuuj.il
bates given to the Fuel company by branch by Mrs. L. Bradford Prince,
the railroad company on freight for
coal and mine supplies, and through wife of the former governor of New
which the Gallup corporation alleges Mexico, and who Is territorial 'regent
that it bas been shut out from com- of the organization.
The occasion was most interesting
petition in the ísa.nta Fe's territory, the
Fuel company being given a monopo- and enjoyable and was attended by
many prominent
pebple.
ly.
Between
Jubge Abbott over rules the demur fifty and sixty members
and guests
'
,
rer and gives the defendant companie were preterit.
In presenting the charter Mrs.
twenty days in which to file their answer to the complaint, the original of Prince delivered a very graceful and
whleh causea the investigation in New appropriate address which was listenMexico by the Interstate commerce ed to with close attention. The charcommission and furnished the basis for ter, which is now in the possession of
the local Daughters,
beautifully
the famous Santa Fe rebate case.
ThA i(Teet nf the rleeWlrvn overrulinff framed in oak, part of it being composed
case)
of
wood from one of the old
the demurrer will be to bring the
for trial before Judge Abbott, and to trees at Mount Vernon, planted by the
of
George
damcompany
hand
Washington himself.
give the Caledonian
the
ages It seeks in the event It can prove After the singing of "America." Mrs.
its allegations that the Santa Fe has t. H. Chamberlin sang a solo, which
violated the Sherman act in granting was followed by a most Interesting
address by Judge Ira A. Abbott of the
secret rebates.
Judge Abbott, Who
district court.
comes of Revolutionary stock, made a
Sl'IT ON IICHHEM'S BOND TO
HE HEARD NEXT MONTH talk teeming with patriotism, of the
old New England stamp, comThe suits tiled by the county author- genuine
mending the mission of the Daughters'
ities Thursday on Frank A. Hubbell's organization
in perpetuating the nabonds as county treasurer, will not be
heard until late next month.- The tional spirit of the heroes of America's
court has given Hubbell and hi? first great war.
After a solo by Miss Ada Catnpfleld,
bondsmen twenty days In which to flhi
of the chapter was
their answer, and it is probable that the presentation
the first action then will be In the made by Mrs. Mary J. Borden, chapform of a demurrer to the complaint. ter regent, following which Mrs. Prince
The first suit against Hubbell seeks delivered the charter Into the keeping
the recovery of $32.000 of county of the new chapter. A solo by Mrs.
funds and the second some $4,000 of A. 11. Harrison concluded the program
but a number of imschool funds. All of this money, or as arranged,
such of it as Is not paid to the city promptu speeches were made aftertreasury and the territorial treasury, wards, by Governor Prince, former
Delegate iiodey and Dr. J. W. Elder,
is held in the Bank of Commerce.
who is the only member of the Sons of
the Revolution In this city.
MAINZ HEARING CONTINUED
The members of Lew Wallace chapCNTIL THIS MORNING
Mesdames Borden,
are the
The hearing of Charles Mainz, spec-- , ter
Drury. Ftillerton. Ray, Winial officer of the Santa Fe at Islcta. ston, Rodey, Burke, Stevens, Dunbar,
on the charge of assault with intent to
Romero.
Lester,
kill George Ellis, n negro, who was Himofi.
Wllley, I e
Mayo. Cannon and
shot by Mul ins ui Isii-iKoine days ago,
Willey, Thomas and M aytleld.
was taken up before Justice of the.
The officers are as follows: Regent.
Peace George R. Craig yesterday, but Mrs.
M. J. Borden; vice regent. Mrs.
was continued until this morning upMrs. R. F.
on request of E. V. Dobson who ap J. II. Wroth: secretary, secretary,
Mrs.
corresponding
pears for Mainz. The contention of
1.
H
F.llis. who is already tinder a charge H. S. líodey: l rea.su ror, Mrs.
of assault with intent to kill the offi- Ray chaplain, Mrs. N. E. Stevens;
cer, is that ho was not resisting arrest,, historian. Miss Winston.
Address of Territorial Regent.
but that he was running away at the
time Mainz shot him. The man is out' In presenting the charter Mrs.
of danger and was not dangerously Tierce said:
Madam Regent and Daughters of
.
wounded.
the American Revolution: How proud
I am to be with you tonight on this
AN OLD SAYING.
auspicious occasion. For fiver eleven
the formation of a chapter of
Showing How Chuso mill Effect Are years
'our society here in this central city
Never Fur Removed..
the commercial metropolis of New
It Is an old saying "Where' there' Mexico, has been a wish very near my
honey there's bees" not en true is heart.
one which science has coined more reI congratulate you on the magnificently,
"Where there's
Dandruti cent result of your work, and on tlv
there's germs" and to push the In- patriotic spirit among the Revolution
ference still further we may truly say ary descendants in your Dcauumi coy
"Where there's Dandruff cured New-bro- 's which has led to the formation of so
Herpiclde bas been at work."
tino a chapter of the D. A. R. us that
The reason orilerpicide's isolation m which tonight will receive Its official
a genuine cure for Dandruff lies In Che chapter and be known among men atfact that It attacks and destroys the ibe "Lew Wallace Chapter of
rot; of the whole trouble a parasitic
germ which feeds upon the material
There is always an Inspiration, a
which nourishes the hair follicle.
satisfaction, in the work of laying a
Other
remedies are not di- foundation on which a superstructure
rected at this true cause of the dis- will arise Increasingly in the future
ease.
You have laid the foundation here of a
Accept no substitute, there Is none. patriotic work which will go on for
Sold by leading druggists. Send 10c. centuries, carrying to generation after
in stamps for sample to The Herpigeneration, the same spirit of loyalty
clde Co., Detroit, Mich. B. H. Brlggs and patriotism which gave us our Independence and which has made Am& Co., special agents.
erica the standard bearer of liberty for
the whole world.
Affects Tinson's Climate.
The' existence of such an organizaDr. W. A. Cannon, director of the
in New Mexico Is the move not''-bltion
Laboratory,
on
the
Desert
located
it Is loc ated nearly 3,000
mountain west of Tucson, has come to milesbecause
away
the scenes of the
the conclusion t hat the S ilton sea Revolutionaryfromstruggles,
in a land
which formed this summer, is having which was then, and for
of
a perceptible effect upon the climate
a century thereafter, the colony of a
of Ttic.on. Dr. .Cannon says the averstretch
age humidity of the month of July foreign power. The wildest extravaAugust and September was much of the Imagination, the most
greater than the previous months of gant dream of the future, could not
the
the two preceding ye ns which is as have pictured to our fathers of
far back as the records go. The rapid Revolution, that their praises would
comevannratlon of the water in the lake be sung and their brave deeds
might easily account for this phenom memorated by a society of their de- enon. The rainfall has been less this scendants located across the Alleghasummer than1 in previous years, so that nies and the Mississippi, and farther
the increase In the humidity of the westward toward the land of the set
atmosphere must be attributed to tine- sun. in the ancient kingdom of
New Mexico, where the Spaniard then
some other source
mu-fctr- u

1
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held undisputed sway.
At the time of the Revolution, New
Mexico was separated from the English settlements on the Atlantic coas'
not only by the vast area of the Mississippi valley, but by the untraversed
wilds of what was then known as the
Great American Desert. It was not
till the beginning
of the nineeenth
century that the first adventurous
traper. Baptiste Lalande, crossed this
unexplored region, thus opening a new
route to the Spanish settlements of the
west, which was soon known to commerce, as the "Santa Fe Trail;" but
more than half a century of American
Independence had passed before the
glorious stars and stripes waved over
this ancient land, and Its people became partakers of the benefits of the
American Revolution.
There Is one fact which should be
specially gratifying to us, as Daughters of Revolutionary sires, and that is
that of nil the numerous patriotic societies which, during the past 14 years
have been organized In our land, to
commemorate the trials and the glories of those whose heroism and devotion are our proudest heritage as Americans, tho National Society of the
Daughters of the American Revolution
is the only one which has an organized
In New Mexico. At that time,
exlstem-at the formation of a new chapter, it
seems but proper to make a brief
statement of the D. A. R. work in New
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UNTOLD HARDSHIP
Ha rness

SUFFERED BY THE

Stanhopes
Surreys

ENGLISHJ1ISSI0N

Busies
Seat

to Survey

Persian-Afgha- n

Border.
FIFTY

ALBVQVERQVE CARRIAGE COMPANY

-

CORNER FIUST ST. and TU1SRAS ROAD.

OF THE PARTY LOST

LIYES

IN THE WILDERNESS

FOF

CEtTUFIES

London, Oct. Ü0. A remarkable
story of hardship and suffering Is told
The iliniotiirc. has been reroijuized as the highcut clans of
by the mission under Colonel A. H.
portraiture. Our Carbon Miniatures are dainty and last
MacMahon, which has returned to
England after spending two and a
forever. As a rift nothing could be more nccejitable.
the boundary
half years
Our introductory prices are very reasonable.
between the Persian and Afghan territory in Seistan, about which there was
a quarrel.
No fewer than fifty members of the
TEWJVIJVGTOJV SSL
mission lost their lives, some from
Mexico.
on the ISth day of August, 1894, I heat and thirst, others from being frowas appointed state regent for New zen to death, and some from drownMexico, by Mrs. Adlai Stevenson, the ing and hydrophobia, while nearly
president general of the national so- 5.000 camels and 120 horses succumciety. I sent papers relative to this bed.
The mission consisted of eleven
work to Albuquerque, to t,as Vegas, til
Telephone, u, 8 IS.
Colorado Telephone, JNo. lit
Roswell, and many were distributed In British officers, a large staff of survey Autoiuutio
Santa Fe, but for two years 1 worked and Irrigation experts, an escort of 200
alone. Finally Mrs. George II. Cross, native infantry, sixty cavalry, with a
of Santa Fe, joined me in my labor, large supply of transport; Including
Camel Corps. In all n
nnd for two more years we worked to- the Fifty-eight- h
gether. Through her efforts two mem- total of 1.500 men, 200 horses and
bers from Albuquerque Joined our 2.200 camels. As the base was at
ranks, then I went to Denver and Quetta, 500 miles across almost waterspent many days In the library there less desert, whence all stores except
looking up the ancestry of other worn, grain and fodder and a few local comen ;then another, (at that time resi- modities had to be imported, the diff
dent of Albuquerque), joined us, Mrs. culty of feeding the mission can be
$5.0O
Kendrh k. wife of Bishop Kendrlck. well appreciated.
Five weeks were taken in the march
After that came others into the fold
until we have had a membership of of 500 miles over uninhabited waterthirty-fiv- e
In our chapter at Santa Fe. less country between Quetta nnd Seistan,
Commercial Club Building.
Alhuqo-rqu- e,
New Mexico.
The Jacob Bennett chapter at Silver
and three men and a number of
CHy is most vigorous. It has a mem- animals were frozen to death.
Thi"
bership of twenty-fou- r,
and for patrl camp was formed at Kahuk. a bare miles an hour, and It was impossible correctly ponounced Arknns-.iThe
otic enthusiasm and zeal is a marvel. desolate spot, winilswent. with alter- to venture out, except, perhaps, for an statute referred to la no statute at all.
That handful of women have obtained nations of extreme heat and cold, ami hour in the evening, when it idightly but a merely concurrent resolution of
possession of an entire block In their here the mission stayed two and i moderated. The air was full of dust the general assembly of 1S81 expressand salt, and was extremely painful ing Us oplujon of the correct
city, which they intend to convert in- half summers.
proto a public park. Two log houses have
The work of demarcation was very lu thy winter terrific blizzards, with nunciation of the name of the state In
been presented by members of the D. difficult. South of the Hclmund riv- Intense cold, were common experi- order to secure correctness and uniA. R. and they Intend moving them to er, for ninety miles,
the line ran ences. The last visitation of this ort formity In oral official proceedings.
this park to be used as their Chapter through an absolutely waterless des- was on March 29 of this year, wh.'n The body of tho resolution Is as
g
the temperature dropped to 4 above
partHouse, and as a depository for Revo- ert, In which the
"He It therefore resolved by
ies had to spend six weeks, being de- zero and the wind registered 120 miles both houses of the general assembly.
lutionary relics.
an
hour.
pendent
entirely upon water brought
of
Both Las Vegas and Raton have
That the only true pronunciation
In this .storm
00
camels were the state. In the opinion of this body,
members who belong to the Stephen from considerable distances. North of
W. Kearny chapter atrSunta Fe, and I this section the boundary was through killed, but their bodies disappeared in Is that received by the French from
have strong hopes of organizing a country liable to inundation, in which an Incredibly short time, as the Se native Indians and committed to writistans w ho are always anxious to get ing in tho French word representing
nachapter at both of these places during pillars of a massive permanent
itesii, rushed In and speedily demol- the sound, and that It should be proture had to be built.
the coming year.
ished them.
Waterless Glacier.
And now what can I say adequately
nounced in three syllables with tho
Ancient Cities.
lo express my gratification at the forThe last twenty miles of the fronllnal 's' silent, the 'a' In each syllable
From end to end F.elstan was found with the Italian sound and the accent
mation of so splendid a chapter as tier again ran ui the waterless glacial
you, through me, your state regent slopes of the Siah Sob mountain. to be one mass of ancient ruins, and on the first and last syllables being
was
present to the national society,
The demarcation
finally com- even where ruins do not exist, is the pronunciation formerly universally
Words fall me. I rennot tell pleted at the end of last year.
and now still most commonly used."
One of the most tragic experiences thickly carpeted with bits of old bi b k
vou how happy I am to be permitted
It Is conceded to men to pronounce
pottery
marking
and
í
more
the
of
sites
was
surveyor
the death of an Indian
tho honor of presenting to you such
their names as they see tit, and their
ancient habitations.
magnificent body of women in the city while on duty in the waterless
pronunciation Is binding. The same
Many of the ruins are of imposing privilege might well be accorded a
which had never
of Albuquerque this charter. It has of
been a pleasure to me to furnish Its before been visited or surveyed. Ho dimensions, covering very large areas state, and yet the 'lengthened Kansas'
frame of sturdy oak. At each corner ventured too far from water and of ground, marking the existence of and the overdone Arkansaw are still
owing to the intense heat, was unable what must have been u very popuiou.; frequently heard without the state, but
Is a block of wood made from a porAs many of rarely, and then only from newcomers
tion of the mantel-piec- e
in the home either to move forward or to retrace and wealthy country.
,
of Mary, the mother of Washington his steps. He and seven of his fol- these nlaees w ill probably never again within the state.
by
be
Europeans,
visited
the data col-- i
lowers paid the penalty with their
and the small piece of bark at the
t eu
prove
greatest
will
nf
Interest.
of the frame is from a troo planted by lives.
Walsh DcfoMts FaigllHlmiMii.
The Incident was marked hy the he- The bulk of the deserted cities had
'he bends ef the Father f hts country
Host on. Oct. 20. Jimmy Walsh, of
probably
not
been
occupied
for she
himself. And this, gavel, allow me l roism of one of his men. who, seeing
Newton, was given the decision over
present It with affectionate regard for the surveyor
die, determined
to. last fi00 years.
Stanley, of London. England,
Peter
From
outset
the
political
difficulmnny
tin?
map
rescue
so
the
which
for
Lew
emh member of
Wallace
at the conclusion of a tllteeu-roun- d
chapter. It, too, is from tho room in lives had been given. He cut it off. ties were experienced on the Persian tonight contest
before the Douglass
side of the boundary owing to Russian
which our country's most beloved from the board of the. plant- - fable agents
having misrepresented to the Athletic club, Chelsea. The winner of
Mother spent many years of her Ufe, and. knowing that he could not long:
tonight's contest will probably meet
Persians the objects of the misf-i.iand from which her spirit departed (o retain consciousness, wound it under So
of San Francisco, the
well, however, did the mtwon suc- Frankle Ne.-ithe higher nnd better world. May it his walstcloth round his body.
."
featherweight champion.
Then he blindly started northward ceed In Its work that Al. Miller, 'he American
n'er be wielded with firmness, Justice
Kltssiau
.Seistan,
withwas
at
consul
In the hope of reaching water.
The!
and love; attributes which were
of bis failure t" Temperance Lenders to Seo ( nnyoo.
of that great man whom all four men who started with him cnl- - drawal In conseiiicnce
lapsed, and he himself remembers no, frustrate Its efforts.
Americans delight to honor.
A W. C. T. IT. special from Chicago
When the mission crossed the river
You are now a fully organized body more than coming to consciousness at'
through the city last night et
Hclmund, in spile of Russian protests passed
corporate, and have all the rights night time lying in a pool of water antl-Iirroute to the Grand Canyon and Lom
it
ish
were
organized,
riots
aim
by
great
Krash
the
privileges
of
patriotic
nv
river.
and
the
carried
The train
arranged to take place on KIiik Angeles.
society to which you belong. Rcmom-- t
Here he was found by a wandering were
bound
for
ladles
coaches
of
P.d
ward's birthday, lint the scheme national convention of the organiza-the
ft is the foremost,
because the Afghan, who carried him on his buck,
and was followed by the llo';g-In- tion at Los Angeles, which meets next
largest and most vigorous, patriotic to an Afghan village, where his life f ji lti.
111
Hiblic of the ringleaders of Ibe
organization In America, numbering was saved after receiving careful atmovement, who included the majority week.
over 50,000 women. All are descend tention.
The bodies of his unfortu- of
the Russian agents in Seistan. The
ants of men or women who allied in nate companions were afterward dis
Togo Prepares for Hot lew.
securing American Independence, and covered In a completely mummifi"d effect of this on the Persian mind I."
Oct. 20. Admiral Togo
Yokolmma,
not
to
difficult
understand.
establishing on our soil an unending condition.
today on his flagship, th"
here
arrived
government.
Last winter nil the Jackal
Be proud of
republican
with
battleship Sbiklsblma. Forty warHow to Pronounce "Arkansas."
your membership! Cherish it! Guard which Seistan abounds for some unships have now assembled In prepara(From Harper's Weekly.)
It as you would your own honor! Such known cause went mad anil attacked
for a gie.it naval review of OctoIn the very Interesting article in tion lililí.
an heritage of honor ami of glory men nnd animals.
The disease also
ber
form a bond of fraternal union and picad to wolves who played great the June Harper's Magazine, "TiePleasant Life of IVre Manpielte ," bv
sympathy, which Is unequalled In its havoc.
Irilng lies lteslde Gairlck.
Henry I.oomis Nelson, I. II. I)., the
strength, and unrivalled In Its tenHydrophobia.
Loudon, int. 2(1. -- Reside that otlifr
is found:
"Tiny Were
derness. It causes the heart to beat
Four members of the mission were statement
G.irrli k, and under the
This is the ureal actor, the
with an Increased loyalty and fervor bitten, one of whom died of hydro- among the Arkansca.
statue of Shakespeare,
way in which Marquette
spells the shadow of
to remember that we are united In a
the ashes of Sir Henry Irving were togreat army of patriotic women pledged phobia. A mad wolf which attacked name of the Arkansas Indians, will- day
given burial ill Westminister Ab
lilt ing the word, of course, as it struck
to carry the high principles and noblr the camp of tho Camel corps
Knglflnd 8
bey, thus being accorded
may
ear;
so
we
sympathize
his
and
seventy-eight
impulses of our ancestors of Revolucamels and one hnre,
greatest tribute to her dead. Tho serpeople
with
of
forty-eighslate,
the
the
modern
undimindays,
t
tionary
undimined and
of the camels and the
and
were impressive were
ished lo purity and power, to the coin- horse died of hydrophobia. On another who are so determined that the panic vices which
in the presence of a congregaing generations, who are expected not occasion a horde of mad wolves tried shall not be pronounced as If It were tion
which Included many from lh
a lengthened Kaus:is that they have
only to preservo what tfcey achieved unsuccessfully to rush the cum p.
lire of Knglaild.
The Seistans themselves were so enacted a statute cnudmnlng all, by highest official
but to carry on to their full fruition
say
overcome by terror of these mad ani- inference at least, who do
of universal liberty the glorious sentiThe Pedagogue Again.
ments enunciated In the Declaration mals that they actually killed off all 'Arkansaw.' " The correct pronunciaThe Springer Stockman appears to
hut a very few of their dogs, on whom tion of Arkansas is not Arkansaw but
of Independence.
take exception to some view expressAnd now, adieu, and may God be they depend for safety and security at Arkans.i. This terminal Is not Infrereceived ed by the optic. If the Stockman
quent In Indian wends
with you In your dally lives and In night.
your patriotic work.
Great suffering was caused by the through the French, and the llnal s Is will only put Its objections Into EngDuring the summer what Is silent and the a Is long. For Instance. lish, we will attempt to smooth the
MARY C. PRINCE.
winds.
y
State Regent.
wind attained a Tensas river (and parish) In Louisiana ruffled feellnvs of the editor. Las
known as the
Vetras Ootlc.
velocity of anything on to seventv Is pronounced Tena as A rk.''ii is Is
Alboouerooe V. M.. Oct. ) lior.
dom-arkin-

e

ZJ-RIJ-

L.

V

Yhotoraphtc Portraits

A. BORDERS

1

CITY UNDERTAKER.
Black or White Hearse

s:

pillar-buildin-

t?

Dasht-I-Marg-

tn

i

i

char-icterlFt-

g

con-duel- ed

120-da-

-

SAISA(M

SIERUA
FRENCH ln.W REQCEI'OItT
NECCIIATEL
DOMESTIC SWEITZElt
IMIOKTEI SWEITZEIt
VATERALD KIIICK
NEW TOHK CltEAM
MMHUMiEll
1M POUTED HI Ell KASE
PINEAPPLE
FRESH ItOOCEPOHT
MONARCH
GIWK'EltV CO.,
THE
OAIL AND INSPECT OCR LINE
OF DEL E( 'AT ESS EN ON SALE TO.
HAY. THE LAHOEST LINE IN Till
WE HAVE SOME
TERRITORY.
SI RELY
Till NO THAT WILL
TEMIT VOI R APPETITE.
HE JAFFA (iROCERY CO.,
"GhxI Thlngsi to Eat."

PROTER Silk Collar mm'
wSfttajBloch Smart Oveirófe

y

Thai Outcast Feeling
which chills you when the immaculate collar of breakfast has been

A

turned into the soiled one of your office by the black magic of your
overcoat collar, need distress you no longer.

The Mitchner Company represent
the Consolidated Oas & Electric Co.s
Call and see
Edison Gas system.
2
them.
For Fountain Pena, largest, most
complete stock In the west, go to Newcomer's, i
Some Fights In Milwaukee.
Milwaukee, Oct. 20. Kid Herman,
of Chicago, and Young O'Lenry, of
Hjf Humillan
fnllirht dltrht rOlllldS tO II
draw before the Badger Athletic elubJ
tonight. Every round was a series oi
even exchanges, mixed with clinches
and Infighting.
Eddie Santry, of Chicago, knocked
out Johnny Stone, of Milwaukee, In
bout.
the second round of a
six-rou-

Last Payment on Filar IjhkIs.
Manila, Oct. 20. The question of
the friar lands purchase was practically settled today when the commission paid the Dominican Order $3,- jr.o.ooo, which Is the last payment.

The Protek insures you

against the crock of the velvet. It is found only on Stein-Bloc- h
overcoats. Try our $15.00. $18.00, $20.00 or $25.00 Overcoats.

119

West Gold Ave.

122 S.

Second Street.

E. L. Washburn

(Co.
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FIVE MILES OF

times each day.
les.
it send out good blood or bad blood?
You know, for good blood ia good
health; bid blood, bad health. Ask
doctor about taking Ayer's
tor thin, impure blood.
lecrrti t w. Mblltk '
t n ..n
((

Does Your

NEW STREETS FOR

Heart Beat !Ii

ALBUQUERQUE

nt

Hf

Low.;'.

medicines.

The Store ofQualily- -

"
AIX CLASSIFIED ADVERTISEMENTS PAYABLE IN ADVANCE

PROFESSIONAL.

the bare
alive or
more
occupy
pulpit
the
not
will
dead,
To Be Laid Out in Terrace
than one Sunday, and he will find It
necessary to leave town In a hurry."
And the great minister went away
Addition.
while the
looking very thoughtful,
turned to his work, writing
Housebreakers are climbing tho editor
about the beautiful bride, while In fact
back porches of La Vega.
she was oa ugly as a mud fence. Kan.
P11VATE WATER PLANT
It ha been unofficially announced sas City Journal.
that a third national bank Is to be esSlck headache I caused by a disorWILL SUPPLY NEW LOTS tablished in Phoenix.
dered condition of the Btomaeh and
Stom
I). K. Hunt, postmaster at Klllson. quickly c'jred by Chamberlain'
For sale oy
Gila county. Arizona, has been retnov. ach and Liver Tablets.
com-pan- y
Improvement
The Terrace
ed from office for the offense of using all druggists.
thin week has a large forre of stamps In payment of his bills to eastImon
its
work
men- ami Iranm at
ern linn with whom he dealt.
COMMERCIAL NEWS
provement to the city of Albuquerque
edge
eastern
on
the
Mrs. J. J. Hath, of Cochise, found
hllU
and the eand
opposite the terminus of i Mexican burglar In her home and at
of the
Witll Street.
Silver avenue, arc rapidly being me- the point nf a revolver marched him
in
New York, Oct.
20. Dealings
tamorphosed Into a hriud level teriut Into the street and summoned as
will
spend stocks expanded today and the market
race which will be divided up Into ístame. The Mexican
orne time in i uni t later.
building lots.
widened out Into greater strength and
When the Improvements nre comanimation than for a long time past,
Slaughter of Quail.
pleted five miles of new streets will
the sales for the day rising to a total
e
Basing the estimate on the number of 920,700 chares. Closing:
be opened up In one of the finest
In
bags
Held
the
and the
84 H
districts In Albuquerque. The of hunters
Amalgamated Copper
Improvement Is one of the most Im- that were made by those who went
141
portant made In the city for a Ions rrom í'hoénlx it is not overestimating Anaconda
HR-f- t
timo and will add greatly to the ap- . It to sny that there were from three to Atchison
88
four thousand quail killed In this
pearance of that ?e; Hon of AlbuqutT-que104
do preferred
county yesterday, Phoenix Republi New Jersey Central
228
Trees will he set out nlong the new can.
5 tí
Chesapeake & Ohio
streets and water pipes will he laid I
St. Paul, preferred
180 '4
.
Rag (Timing n'cininieii-Jonee, the cornpnny having ápplied to
911
Hlg Four
the city for a franchise to operate n
The Woman's club of Phoenix, has Colorado & Southern
27'iti
private water plant to supply the adesumed Its sessions. At the last
62
do first preferred
dition.
of the month th" subject nf
do second preferred
43 Vt
yescompany
stated
A member of the
'Philanthropy" will be discussed by Erie
4S
Is
to
terday to the Journal that $5.000
epresentatlves or several churches. Manhattan
165;
filling
In
grading
and
and ncluding the Salvation Army. n well Metropolitan
be spent
the
12fiul
Retting the lots ready to be placed on is of secret eocletleB and charitable or Missouri Pacific
104 y,
the market.
ganizations.
New York Central
150
When the grading is finished. Gold.
144
Pennsylvania
Silver. Lead and Coal avenue will be
To Subdue the Salt.
St. l ouls & San Francisco, secextended from their present eastern
Tempo will raise by special tax
68 ?4
ond preferred
limits clear through the sand hills to about $4,000 to be used with a like Southern70
Pacific
the mesa proper.
by
the Santa Fe and United Stales Steel
imount given
38 ,4
In
Southern Pacific railroad companion
do preferred
104
A Judicious Inquiry.
to
dyke
the construction of a
deflect Western 1'nlon
a?.
man whe the storm waters of Salt river front Union
A well knrwn traveling
Pacific
6'i
visits the drug trade says he has often hreatened Invasion of the residential
I'nited States Pond?
heard druggists Inquire of customer ;wrt of the town.
10.'! U
Refunding 2's, reglsteded
who asked for a cough medicine,
do coupon
103 14
whether It was wanted for a child 01
Illue HlhlHiiiers ( lose.
Refunding 3's, registered....'.. 1031,;.
for an adult, and if for a child thej
The seventeenth annual convention
do coupon
104
almost invariably recommend Cham
f the Woman's
Tempérame New 4'., registered
133
berlains Cough Remedy. The reason ''nion In ArizonaChristian
has
been
concluded
131
do coupon
for this is that they know that thert it Tempe. Mis. Imogene IaChauce.
104
Old 4's, registered
is no danger from It and that it al
if Phoenix, was unanimously
coupon
104
do
ways cures.
There Is not the leasi
Thompsas
president.
Mrs.
Anna
danger In giving It. and for roughs on, of Phoenix, was elected corres-xiixlitThe Meti'l Market.
rolds and croup It is unsurpassed. Foi
secretary.
New York. Oct. 20. Copper closed
ale by all druggists.
it 72 5s for pot and ?0 10s for
Hunling for the "Yuller."
Loral-- y
W. A. I loshuroiigh, of San Francisco, futures In the London market.
ORDER OF EASTERN STAR
Hie situation was wilhout apparent
l is si t .irospei tors at wink along the
'alt river in the vicinity of Phoenix, change. Lake is quoted at $lfi.37 . 'i'
$
electrolytic,
.2 f 'it
g
a!
'uniting
gravel on IB. "5;
fur
TODAY
FINISHES WORK
.hlch to place dredging machines. He IB. 62'..; and casting, at jlG.OiKn
las been quoted as saying that there 16.37'
sr.it vi:i re miles of canyon below the dam- - Iead was unchanged at m m14 17s fid
itwotirr
lie that will pay as high as 40 cents ,io i.oiinoii aim remains
locally.
UVST XltillT nv AliAII CHAI'.
where quotations are more or less
'o the cubic yard.
Ti lt TO VISITOKS.
nominal. It
that but little
Ruin for the Navajos.
leal is available for immediate ileliv- A brilliant banquet at Masonic hall
cry,
Thursday
over
Is
hundred
anil
price
the
thre"
held at $5.00 fie
Iist
last night given by Adah Chaptei
Leading producers are Kill
of the Order of the Eastern War con rams arrived In Galiup front Colorado 5.35.
eluded the first day's sesfion of tin 'or the Navajo reservation. The sheep quoting $4.85 for thirty day shipre thoroughbreds mid are dent tt the ments.
grand chaplur of the order In New
ndlans for the purpose of raising the
Spelter losed at 28 12s 6d for spot
Mexico. It was preceded by the exrm
plillcatlon of "Floral Work" by the la 'ireed. The sheep attracted considcr-ibl- e in Ijoudon. Locally the market shows
attention and were n splendid continued firmness, wilh spot closing
illes of the local branch of the organ!
cation for the benclit of the numerous ooklng bunch of slock. Friday morn-n- g at $fi.l5iij 6.25.
the stork was driven on hoof out
Silver, 62 c.
vIsi'oi'K.
Mexican dollars, 4 7,,íe.
The two days' scssjnn of the grand if Gallup for the reservation.
chapter begin at Masonic hall yesterTliirsf.
I'liiiner
Ditil
of
Chicago Board of Trade,
day morning with the work of organiTli" Inquest on the body of M. C.
Chicago, i t. 20. Speculative tacby Worth)
zation ami with addresses
found on the tleserl twenty-iv- e tics controlled the wheat market here
(r.ind Mai ron lm-7- . It. Chlsum. of líos, ''aimer,
miles wi st of Winter's Wells, ha today, support from a leading bull
well, and tlrap.l I'atron J. I. Chase, of
'"I'll concluded by Acting Coroner causing a strong finish.
.
lurnett, of phoenix. That Jury found
At the opening December was Kfi'ic
In the afternoon the following offihat so far as could be ascertained to sfi'Y. Prices declined, dropping1 to
cers were elected
leath was thi- result of exposure and S."i'sc. After selling up to tiflijc, and
Crand Matron Minnie Miller. Alhirst. There was presented to the the market closed at KBc.
buquerque.
lury
a statement by Dr. 11. A. Hughes,
(.rand I'atron Ir. J. C. Slack, ClayDecember corn opened at 44 c to
who
examined tile remains, that the 44 'c, sold between 4 4 ,'t i
c, nnd
ton.
x t ni n .i r
d
on
ii
ount
an
of the
4 4 '.j
r
c, and closed at the top figMatron Emma
Associate (irand
age
was
si
derompnsltlon,
of
ure.
Benedict. I;is Vegas.
very
The skull was a
Associate tírand I'atron John K.
December oals opened at 28 o to
t, and no marks of violence were
Griffith. Socorrí.
2S'i,c, sold off to 2Sc and closed at
on
of
none
liscoverable.
the
other
Elizabeth Harsch,
Grand
iones could such marks be found save 28c.
Albuquerque.
Grand Tie isurer Mis. M. IS. Heed, hose made by wild animals.
fillingo Livestock.
I,as Vegas.
Chicago, Ills., Oct. 20. Cattle
a fs.oim sxnitacu m
rii.vr
fondm-treLena Bolton,
Grand
4,500; market, slow and easy.
OMINii TO ItOSWF.I 1.
Carlsbad.
Dr. Saltzgiber, who has been here Sleers, $3.55 (i 5.45; mockers ami feedMrs.
Assoilale Grand Conductress
or the past few weeks looking for a ers. $2.25 'it 4.20: cows and dinner.
C. .1. Duncan. Socorro.
ocation for a sanitarium, has finally $1.50i( 4.00; bulls, $2.00(il 4.20; heifToday routine business and execuers. $2.00i 4.25; calves, $2.75'if 7.40.
to start sin h an
tive work will be attended to, together leelded
market,
Sheep receipts. 20,000;
n Roswell, says the Hosweil Register.
with the Installation "f the new offi'It' will be associated in the enlrrprNe firm. Sheep, $3.00 6.00; lambs, $3.00
cers. The visiting tnembi rs of the with
J. o. Garrard, of Knoxville, 7.75.
order of the Eastern Star p.esent ore: feiin..Dr.
who will arrive later to assist In
( Ity livestock.
Kan-a- s
Jennie A. Abraham. Silver City; Mary 'he
direction of the building of the
reII. Imuran. Magdalena: Mrs.
Kani-aJ.
City, Oct. 20. Cattle
In Its management. Dr.
sanitarium
nnd
Reed. Li Vegis:
U na M. Itolton, ind Mrs. Saltzgaber left Sunday morn- ceipts. 15.000, including 400 (southi'arlsbad; I tosa Itisdon. Fina Glvens, ing for a trip through. Oklahoma, but erns; market, steady. Native steers
M.iil't S. Snook and James V. Ilono-vasouthern ulcers, $2.f0ft
Dr. will return In about a month $4.0046.00;
Itaton: J. I. Chase, Socorro: E 'he
o complete the arrangements for the 4.5; southern cows. $ 1.50 a 2.X5 ; naI
Hrown, La Vegas;
Inez Chlsum, lew enterprise.
tive cows and heifers, $l.75(ir 4.50;
Hosweil; J. c. Slack, Clayton:
M. K
$l.r0í 2.K5; nativrThe sanitarium will cost $13.000 and NoiMhern cows,
Hrown and S. ll. Dearth, Iis Vegas; vill
Kr 4.50; stock40 patients
at n cows and heifers, $ 1.75 (w
Charles K. Elliott, Itaton; John K. 'line. accommodate
It will be located either In the ers and feeders. $2.50 4.00; bulls,
Itolton. 'Carlsbad; Jennie Williams, lorth edge
of town, where illfTerfnt $2.00 i 3.00; calves. $ 2.50 fil fi. 50 ; west-erEmma Bent-dir- t
and C. II. Sporleder,
teers. $2.50'íi 4. 50; western cow.
or in the
in
are
lies
Lis Vegas; Elizabeth C. T. Warren, tout he isl edgeconsideration
of the city, w here R, F. $2.0fliii 3.50.
SilvT City; John E. Griffith. Socorro; Harnett
receipts, 7,000;
market
hecp
has
offered four acres of
Kramls M. Collp. Itaton, and W. J. tround gratis.
steady. Muttons, $4.00ii 5.25; lambs
It
means
another
Bracket!, Maxwell City.
$4.50j
range
wethers,
for Roswell that will 'bring $5.501 7.50;
In the growth of 5.25 fcnl ewes, $3.50 On 4.75;
leople
here
and
aid
Frozen F.Rirs.
the town.
When the first shipment of frozen
St. LoiiIh Wool.
ggs arrived from Australia their exSt. Iiuls. Oct. 20. Wool market
Two of n Kind.
treme hardners surprised the brokers
A preacher tackled n Yates
Center steady; unchanged.
One man calling at a broker's office ulitor thusly: "You editors dare not
was Rurprised to see him taking aim ell the truth." The editor replied:
If yon need a carix ntcr telephone
at wall with an egg.
'You are right.
And the minister IIctwM'lilen.
you
"What the tilt kens are
at?" he
aid.
Hut the broker let fly, tho only
being a dent In the wall. The
thing being explained, the man left
with a eouide of eggs In hi pocket ti
turtle hi wife.
Arriving home, be assembled tin
family together, and then bunged an
Triniminji and Stair Work, liar Fixtures, Window
eir at the iiew dado.
But the smile quickly fided off hl
and Door Frames. Refrigerators. Counters, Shelving
egg had thi wed. Bir
Th
fare.
ami all kinds of Machine Work neatly done.
mingham (England) Post.

TERR1T0RIALISMS

1

-

Mi-n- a

'Railroad At)e. f3l Third

All diseases successfully
Oflice, the Barnett Bldg.
Hours: ( to 12 a. m., and 2

To the Women

of Albuquerque
We wish to announce that we have just received
a large shipment of the famous

Pingree Shoes
Known the world

over for their excellent
style and durability

net-lin-

i

T IS OCR INTENTION TO

KEEP THIS STOCK COMPLETE
WITH THE NEWEST NOVELTIES IN SHOES AS THEY
ARE PRODUCED. ALSO THE SIZE AND WIDTH RANGE
SO THAT NO MATTER WHAT SIZE OR WIDTH YOU
iimDi
REQUIRE YOU CAN BE FITTED. WE KNOW A FOOT WELL- FITTED MEANS SHOE SATISFACTION OF THE REST SORT,
S FOR THE PRICE, THEY ARE WELL WORTHY OF THE
PRICE ASKED. AS THIS ONE BRAND OF SHOES
STAND FOR EVERYTHING THAT IS GOOD IN FOOTLFILI
WEAR NO MATTER WHERE YOU CO, YOU'LL FIND
THE PRICE THE SAME.

The

if

Pair

In--

f

We are agents for the following we'll known
brands which you no doubt are familiar with
lLRV.ltI
BRAND
HUDSON MILLS
FORREST MILLS
SWAX

MILLS
ERODE

M

SUPERIOR PLANING MILL COMPANY
Dooríí. Mouldings,

Sívsh,

a

In mnA IfUI lia

Oil

be

P in -

Whim KVplinnt w tli
vlnnil that the
ilac to got m rIl txtih and a free
Ka I unía y

Í.

Ffr"x'r
Ipphant

Hil

,u,,? Tlmt the
up the fine! ire

E. CVSTAFSON,

proprietor.

We Grind

South of ViKducf. ON I IrlST

ímm

v'

Si

Our Own Lenses

For Inii renon we can guarantee
proicribrd bj vt.

4.

:...aaa---

a

to $1.1)0
75o to $;!.0(l
ooc. t0 2,50

2."c

Women's Union Suits

a--

:

a--

fiin-- i

a

FOR SALE. Navaio rue. stair nr.
pet and instantaneous heater, at room
31
Harnett building.
o23
FOR SALE. Saddle pony, cheap.
V. R. W I O. Itnx 79.
o22
FOR SALE. At a bargain, good Sil
ver Denver No. 8 cook stove: also
saddle and bridle. 909 North 11th st.

Prop.

o23

FOR SALE. A good team of horses,
set of double harness and light spring
wagon
III N. First Street
wi'th new cover, for sale
cheap.
Inquire 1023 N. 8bh st. in
'
Props.
&
LENCIONI.
D1NELLI
tent.
o23
Five-root- n
FOIR
SALE.
modern
brick dwelling; 50 foot lot, rents for
Saloon, Rettatiraal A Rooming Housi $25.00. Owner leaving city. A snap
if taken at once. Address B. A., Jour.

nnl.

A

.

FOR SALE Wind mill, tank and
tower, complete. Apply W. W. Mo
Clellan. 109 South First st.
022
FOR SALÉ Top buggy. 303 West

LONG TIME

that your drug
bear it.

o20

ALE. New saddle, $7.00;
FOR
fancy iron bed and spring, $15.00. Call
between 6 and 7 p. m. 43 Barnett
Bldg.

-

FOR SALE Newly furnished
ing house. Address G, Journal
FOR SALE. Cheap, second
n
copper still, one
cask, one
wine cask,
wine casks, wine
hose, capping machines, grape
ers. Apply to the John Becker

f tore purchases

1,000-gallo-

n.

50e to $2.00
$1.25 to $3.00
t!0c to $3.."0

All-wo- ol

pany, Belén, N. M.

o21

room-

office.

hand
wine
twelve
pump,
crushcom.

jpou HFjrr.

Props. Alvarado Pharmacy
First St. and Gold Ave.
Both 'Phones

FOR RENT. A sunny furnished
room with bath, and electric,
light.
Singly nr with use of kitchen.
228
N. Waller street.
o23
FOR RENT. A limited number of
modern rooms with private board, at
42fi W.
o27
avenue.
FOR RENT Two furnished rooms
for housekeeping. 309 North Arno.
Five-roocottage
FOR RENT
furnished. 303 Hnzr-ldiave.
tf
FOR RENT. Rooms furninheil for
light housekeeping.
Meal place for
health seekers. 130,1 University Hill.
FOR RENT Room and board.
Only healthy
people desired. 310
West Coal.
o2J
FOR"
RENT Nicely
furnished
rooms.
No invulids. 114 North Sec
ond street.
o24
FOR RENT Furnished rooms for
light housekeeping. Rent reasonable.
MBJKent avenue.
tf
FOR RENT.- - Furnished
rooms.
steam heated. 303 4 West Railroad
avenue.
tf
THERE are people reading our For
Rent column today who would make
desirable tenants for that vacant house
of yours. There will be tomorrow,
too; and there U time enough for you
to get your ad In this column tomor
row. It ithould have been In today.
FOR RENT Furnished rooms and
board In tirlvate famllv. 41E North
Second street.
tf
FOR RENT. Two rooms furnished
for light housekeeping.
No Invalids.
401 North 6th street.
tf
FOR RENT. Rooma and board'.
81 S South 3rd street.
tf
FOR
rooms.
RENT Furnished
bath, electric lights; terms reasonable.
o7
78 4 8outh Se cond street.
FOR RENT Apartments In Park
View Terrace, eight rooms each, mod
ern equipment throughout. II. H. Til-toroom 19, Orant Block.
tf
AKKIUES.
BREAD. PIES AND CAKES DE- llvered to any part of the city, wedding cakes a specialty; satisfaction
guaranteed.
S. N. Balling, Pioneer
Bakery, 207 South First street
H. E. No. fi47.
Notice for Publication.
Department of the Interior, land office at Santa Fe, N. M., September 25,
1805.
Notice 4s hereby given that the
e
following named settler has filed
final
of bis intention to make
proof In support of his claim, and that
said proof will be made before
the probate clerk at Albuquerque,
N. M. on November 4, 1905, via: Juan
Romero, for the S. W. quarter. Seo. 4,
T. t N.. R. 6 E. He names the following witnesses to prove his continuous
residence upon and cultivation of said
land, via,; Filomeno Mora, of Eseo-bos- a,
N. M.; Juan Antonio Alderete,
of Peralta, N. M.; Prudencio Maldona-dof Escabosa, N, M.; Jose Mali
donndo, of Eecúhosit, N. M.
MANUEL R. OTK1U), Register.
Ix-.ii- l

Children's Vests and Pants
Vests or runts from
Cotton Vests or runts from

'

to $1.00
20c to 65o

Children's Union Suits
Cotton Union Suits from .
Union KuitB from

Toti & Gradi,

BOo

All-wo- ol

25c to 00o
50c to $2.00

pealen It

(

m

,.

GROCERIES, PHOVÍsrOJiB, BAT,
GRAIN AND FUEL.
Flae Line of Imported Wine, Lienor
m-m-1-

aa1 Clara. PImoo jour orden
tor this line with as,
NORTH THIRD RTRKET

.

,

All-wo- ol

FLEISCHER

A

Real Estate and Loans.

Infants9 Vests
Fine White Cotton Vests from
Fine Wool Vests from

20c to 50c
25o to $1.50

BJifeldtglCo

Fire Insurance.
Surety Bonds.

tllH

SouUi Second btreet.
Automatlo Tlione 2S.
IX) It RALE.

$2,650

frame
dwelling, bath and electric lights, on
corner. New, a bargain.
$1,850
cottage,
on
brick
Highlands, close In,
$ 1,600
New
frame cottage,
well built, near shops; easy payments. .
roonf,
$3,800
brick, suitable for rooming or boarding house,
on Highlands.
$2,900 New
brick dwelling,
well built, bath, electric lights, barn.
In Highlands.
room frame, bath, electric
$2.600
lights, trees, shrubbery, lot 75x142
Fourth ward.
$3,600
frame cottage, elegant residence, W. Tijeras ave.
$1,800
frame, near ahupa.
$1.200
frame cottage; new,
North Eighth t.: easr tarms.
$1,400
frame cottage; bath,
mrge shade trees; Fourth ward,
$1.250
frame cottage; bath,
electric lights; rloqe In.
$$,000
two story, modera
brlrk dwelling; bath: gas; electric
lights; bam.
$$,200
brick cottage: modero
well built; large cellar; good barn:
trees and lawn: One location. West
Tl leras road.
$2.700
frame dwelling with
modern conveniences: well built 8
Amo st.
$2.800
frame cottage, modern conveniences, trees and shrub-herv- .
rorner lot. R0zl41.
$2,800
brick cottage: larg
bath room. South Arno st.
$3,10U--Nic- e
residence in Highlands,
rooms; modern conveniences; cellar,
hnrn. lawn: lot 71x150.
$1,000
frame cottage; treei
and shrubbery; near shoos.
new adobe; with stont
IjjO
foundation and shingle roof; trees
i near shops.
to IrfMti- on GcmhI TWA VftMU
Mi'
iutu- oí in tercio.
at
two-ator-
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Communication Made Easy

--

Between the Great Southwest and Kansas City, St. Louis, Chicago,
and all points North and East by the

P&.SO

Southwestern System

The Only way with two
Quickest, therefore the Bent.
carrying
and
Standard
Tourist Sleepers, Obser
daily,
through trains
any trip, any where,
For
Coacl.es.
and
Cars
Cars,
Dining
Chair
ration
any time TAKE THE SOUTHWESTERN.
Shortest,

The New York Fair

-

.

1

B. H. Briggs & Co.

Rock Island System

t t ppr da you
CO.
ANTONIO ARM MO
Wht laprt ofmostthlalnteretlnf
to ths
.nr.o. th
Groceries &
looTtlng for a I General Merchandise,
person who
eirlr
furnished room or oorain- piau.
Ia your ad In that part af th paperT
h
ll hhn Kvrrjr KulurJti'. Auto I'Iioikí 001. 121 N. Third St.
aaa-:.a5.a4aaa
ivfa Tins FIvOniST.
1
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500-gall-

from
Ribbed Cotton Union
Union Suits, all colors, from
Extra sized Union Suits in Woo! or Cotton, from

t

Board of

lum h In town Mturuay nini.
V f
f

Attorney at Law.
Office In First Nattlonal Bank build

Gold.

All-wo- ol

El

S

CO.
OPTICAL Examinara
BEBBER
Member Oplamerly
Optlci&na

Mfg.

,í.a4..:

WANTED
Girl to n.sstst in cooking
and housework.' 315 South Third st.
WANTED.
More boarders at Casa
de Oro. Home cooking. New manageng,AIbUUuer.cuie,.Wt Jd.
tf
ment.
Altltil
W A NTBD.
Help at Casa de Oro, tf
fTwPENCER, ''
WANTED.
To buy young calve
V. O, WALLINGFORD
suckling or weaned. Highest price
Architects.
ddress C' rare Journal.
tf
Rooms 46 and 47. Barnett Building paid.
Both 'Phones.
MALE HELP WAVI'KI
MUSICAL.
tvAiMhU
len painters tit once-;SPÍL í!Lr e 'Zi 8 North 5th st.
o21
ROSA FU'i'KKLLE CIDEONWANTED Drug clerk. Address L
Teacher ct Piano.
tf
Commercial Club Bldar. Albuquerque. this office.
WANTED
Messenger boys at the
Western Union Telegrnph Co.
o2l
K W8 don't o your hauling
HAIjIu
O
l tl

K. W. I). HUYAN.

Our label his stood for nil that
is best in merHcHl merchandise,
and we intend keeping up the
st indard.
Brice nnd quality
protection go with our label. Set?

House

iiigiii lumit.

WliH

Ap-pl-

ONEITA

Cotton Fleeced or Plain from
Vests In white, gray or red from
Extra size Woolen Vests from
All with pants to match

:

mill llwIltfMilUltl f'lirptl.
year I had a very severe attack
I could not sleep at
of Indigestión!
night and suffered most exi rurlatlnf
pain for three hour after each meal,
t
this wav for about
Chamber-it.,-- .
three month when I usedTablet,
and
limmii h and f.lver
rn0lvid Immediate relief." say John
Dixon, Tullamore. Ontario, Canada
For ale by ll drugglsl.
Rot
umi nut at tliM White FJeiitinnt
on the gootl
unlar night imI get Inlunch.
ire
cold bxr mud

rduat

FOR

VASSAU

Women's Vests

n

n

m

RICO HOTEL

Possibly It's Your Undergarments
Our Fall and Winter Stock Is Now Complete

s

n.

WANTED

Two good boys over 16
WANTED.
Swedish Massage, Manual Movement years old. Call Santa Fe telegraph
Photophoria, and Mydriatic Treat oflW after 8 a. m.
022
ments, such as Vnor Bath, Bah
WANTED.
To rant an eight or
Glows, Fomentations, Hot And Cold te njne-roohouse. Address A., Mornthe Spine, and Cold Mitten Friction, ing Journal.
o21
given at Room 40, E'trnett building
WANTEDi
Girl for general houseby Miss Ruth E. Millette.
work. Apply to Mrs. W. W. Strong.
nurse from Battle Creek Sanitarium.
810 rark Ave.
tt
UK VI 'fv
WANTED
Two strippers, boys or
girls. M. Gusaroff, 107 South Second
DR. J. E. KRAFT,
uopt.
Dental Surgeon.
tl
Office closed until October 24, or No
vANTKD Clean cotton rags at
1,
1905.
vember
Journnl office.
E. J. ALGEK. D. D. S.
WANTED,
Competent Womn for
Offices: Arwijo block, opposite Gol- general housework,
family of two.
den Rulo. Office hours: 8:80 a. m. tt
to Dr. Cutter. Smita Fe hospital.
12:30 p. m.; 1:30 to 6 p. m. AutoWANTED.
Woman
for general
matic telephone 432. Appointment
housework, 410 West Gold.
tf
made by mall.
WANTED
Girl for general house
DR. U IS. ERV1N
tf
work; 724 South Third st.
Dentist.
good
WANTED
Competent
girl,
Auto Phone Í81.
wages. Mrs. B. Ilfeld, 619 West CopRoom?" 21 and 22 Burnett RiltMlne..
per avenue.
tf

G. M. BACCUS,

Feel Chilly These Days?

-

Inu,...,ln

PROFESSIONAL NURSE.

ms

MISS RUTH E. MILLETTE.

II

:

"I--

CO-Roo-

we bcth loss money

Sm-nrro-

.

Money
to Loan
Furniture,

On

u

ii,k;t

i

4 p. m

Pianoa, Organs, Horsea
Wagons and ather Chattels; also OS
salaries and warehouse receipts, aa
loir as 110.00 and aa high aa $200.09.
M Loans are quickly made and strictly
private. Time:
One month to one
year given. Oooda to remain In your
Homeopathic
possession. Cur rates are reasonable.
Physician and Surgeon.
' Room 17, Whiting block Call and see us before borrewing.
Steamship tickets ta arvd from all
DR. W. Q. SHADRACH.
parts of the world.
Practice Limited.
THES HOUSEHOLD LOAN
Eye, Ear, Nose, Throat,
2 and 4. Grant Bide.
Oculist and Anrlrt for Santa Fe coa
PRIVATE OFFICES.
linea. Office, 13M Railroad av.
EVENINGS.
OPEN
Hours 9 to 12 a. m.; 1:30 to 6 p. m
$05 West Railroad Avenuo.

1

c

U

treated

Both telephones.
DR. J. H. WROTH.
Physician and Surgeon.
Albuquerque, N.
DR. J. E. BRONSON.

Jv

real-den-

V

(UkBI

Osteopathic

Physician and Burgeon.

at all times tell
truth about hi member,
who will

I

ÚNION

PHYSICIANS.
DR. C. H. CONNER,

Mn.ii!

gold-bearin-

"advertisement

í CLASSIFIED

JÍ.KÜ!
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GARNETT KING
General Agent,

f

V.

R. STILES
Gen. Pass, Agent

EL PASO. TEXAS.

Q
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n,

no-tir-

o,

THE ALBUQUERQUE

Saturtliiy, Urtolter 21, IR05.

MORNING

JOURNAL!

VC.V.

MININAEXPERT

M HUSIASTIC

IS

the

Mew Mouses Now Being Built in
Eastern Addition, Highlands

Tventy-Seve- n

OVER NEW MEXICO
Believes Territory Is Land

NAMES OF BUYERS SINCE THE FIRST OF THE MONTH

of Opportunity.
INCREASING ACTIVITY

IN

Edward L. Carson
Mrs. Jennie Peach

THE MAGDALENA DISTRICT

Porterfield
J.

D.

"
"

Mrs E. Wood Davis

N.Peach
JoseG Salazar
J. W. Chasten
J. W. Chasten

1

7

"12

and
and
and

10
8

38
37
20
30
19
13
48
20
X
32

"

2

'

"7
"7

"
"
"
"
"

Jennie Peach
T. E. Truitte
Albert M. Frost

"
"

Chas. "Whiting
Emma Spencer
Chas. N. Bond
L. L. Henderson

.

... ;

John 1). Bull
Fred 8. Graefe

"20

Block 31

1

"11
" 11
12

'

and 13 "

"

(i

" 0
" ó and
"10
"10
" !)

"
"
"
"

15

"11 and 12"

26
12
20
12
2!
2(5

27
3(5

30
25

These lots are selling at from $10"). $150 to $200 per lot on the installment plan; $10.00 down, balance in payments of $1 per week.
Perfect abstract of title given with every deed. Enquire of SUJtKTV INlESTMh'NT COMPANY, Owners, 110 South Second Street.
W. II. Greer, President

RYNNING IS OFF

FAIR MEETING TO BE

TO HUNT GR1NDELL

HELD MONDAY NIGHT

WILL THY TO CONFLICT WITH ELKS' KMOKF.lt
MYSTKItY OK
C.UNKK MF.KTINU TO UK
l SA I'PKA HAN C'K.
A DAY.

SOIAK
I

TROUBLED WITH THIEVES
WATCHMAN'

TAKFS A SHOT
T
IlOliltKltN WHO MARK THKIli
ESCAPE,

The American Lumber company has
been troubled with lumber thieves of
late and the force of watchmen
around the plant has been increased.
The oüher night one of the gardlans
of the "plant took a shot at a native
and an American wttio were Inside the
fence pilfering, and who refused to
halt when told to do so. The watchman thinks he hit the mark, but both
men escaped and left no trace as to
their identity.

Captain Rynnlng, of the Arizona
rangers, has left for Magdalena,
where he will be joined by Coionel
Kosterlilzsky of the Mexican rurales,
who telegraphed a request for Cap-lai- n
Rynning to meet him. The object
is to form another party to search for
Tom Orlndell, the missing Douglas
school principal.
"I was unfortunate In not being
:ible to reach Sergeant Olds by wire
and getting him in with the party
which started from Hermosillo yesterday with K. P. Orlndeil," said Captain
Ky lining to the Ulsbee Review, "but
now that I am asked to meet Colonel
Kosteriitzsky It is more than likely
that I shall take up the hunt myself,
cither In company with a force of rurales, or possibly with Colonel Kosteriitzsky himself.
"It will be just as well to have two
or more parties on the hunt, and It Is
my opinion that one of the parties will
locate the missing men, or ascertain
what has happened to them within a
very short time. Colonel Kosteriltz- lr r (if-Vina
I
man
nun lit
HIIUn
iiio Immmnnst
UHlllinilU
in Kin
know the country thoroughly,
and
there will be no haphazard searching
nnd consequently 'but little more
Q

i

No matter liow large or how small
ItAILTlOAI) MKN!
tlio book required, we ciin make It for
Wlien desiring THAIN BOOK COV-Kiyou and guarantee satlsfaclon. The
go to Mltcliciicr'g, ut the Journal
Mltclmcr company.
office.
ts

WEST

The meeting of directors and subscribers of the New Mexico Fair association, to have been held next Tuesday evening hu been advanced one
day and will be held instead on Monday night next. The change was made
necessary owing to a conlllct with the
Elks' smoker to be given next Tuesday night, and at which a large num
ber of people Interested in the fair
will be present. The Klks' smoker is
an event which for some strange
be
reason cannot
postponed for
any cause, and since the fair meeting
will be held In the room above Zelger's
cafe at 8 o'clock nnd a full attendance
of all persons Interested in the fair
Is urged.

THE FVEHR.
Undertaking Company,
S07 West

Both

Phone.

H. S. LUTZ, Agent,
Albuquerque, N. M.

Luna. Vice President

M.

V,

Flouruor, Secretary

Till'

XIC.HT FOR
FXT KKKMK TO
PLEASE THK MKMIIKHS.

The first of the Commercial club's
he held on Friday
night took place last night with a
huge attendance. The evening was
one of the most enjoyable in recent
years and the change seems to be generally satisfactory. For a number of
reason! It has been deemed wise to
change the dance night from Wednesday to Friday and the next dame will
be held three weeks from last night
when something new and amusing
is promised by the entertainment
committee. The club Is gelling ready
for a lively seisoti and the entertainment committee proposes to make every dunce "something different."
PHFKlí poFl.TKY.

regular dances to

Hl'ciller.').
I

11.

Sellers, Manager

llames L.

K. Thompson, Bupert F.
d,
M. K. Wyldcr and F. M. Par-

ETHICS DISCUSSED BY

DANCE WELL ATTENDED
CHANGE IX

D. K.

Hicks.

Turkeys,
lit ns,
Nice ami fat.

THE WOMAN'S
M

CLUB

IIS. F. III! ADFOItl) FHIXCK

PIt.ES-KX- T

AT IXTKHESTIXU MEETING
OF OIKiAXIZATIOX.

An Artist Contract.
In a Glasgow street the other day a
ker.
Scots Grey went up to a-- bootblack and
The ladles of the club wish to an- asked to have his boots brushed.
nounce that any one not a member
The boy looked at the soldier's
can Join the chorus under Prof. T. I.. boots, and then ho shouted to one of
Krebs by paying 60 cents a month and his chums, who was not far off:
thus take advantage of the opportuni"Haw, Jamie, com an gle us a
ty for voice culture under an experi- haun'; 'ave got an army contract."
enced director.
Birmingham (England) Weekly Post.

The Woman's club of Albuquerque

Call For Bernalillo county Bonds.
held i most Interesting session yesterThe county commissioners of the
day afternoon at the club parlors in county
of Bernalillo, In the Territory
the Commercial club building. The of New Mexico, in the exercise of the
meeting was held under tho auspices option given by law, hereby give notice
of tho Domestic Science and Social that the funding bonds dated July 1st,
Ethics department, the paper of the 1895, Issued In two series, known an A
afternoon being read by Mis. J. H. and B respectively, consisting of 102
Hearrup on the subject, "What Is bonds of $500 each, numbered 1 to 102
Ktliics?" The paper wns a most excel- both Inclusive, of series "A" and 13!
lent one and showed that Mrs. Hearrup bonds of $100 each numbered 1 to 139,
both Inclusive of serie "B" which are
is thoroughly conversant with the
payable at the option of said commisMr. Mayo gave a delightful rendi- sioners ten years after the date thereof,
must be presented for payment at
tion of Margaret
Ituthven lying's
"Starlijiht," which was greatly enjoy- the Chemical National Bank in the
city of New York or at the office of N.
ed.
W. .Harria & C
In the city of Chica
Mrs. Mary J. Borden led an Interesting drill In parliamentary usage, with go, Illinois, on or before the fifteenth
the rules of which Mrs. Burden Is day of November, 1905, nnd that Interthoroughly familiar through her exe- est thereon will cease after said date.

cutive experience.
The guest of honor was Mrs. I,
Hrailford l'rlnce, of Santa Fe, wife of
the
who Is In the city In
the Interest of the Daughters of the
Revolution. Mrs. l'rlnce gave an Interesting description of club life In
Snnta Fe, which was much appreEngine. For Sale.
ciated,
Enlarging our power plnnt we offer ; "God Bless Thee. Love, 'Tls Only
2
gale
p.
8x1
30
285 revoluone
h.
for
Idle Dreaming" was sung most excelention Buckeye automatic cut-olently by a chorus consisting of
gine for $250; can be seen In openi- Bearrup. Cains, Mayo, Ten
Kyck and Oassldy.
?ellent machine,
The' John Becker
Among other visitors present be.ompany.
sides the ladies of the club were Mea- i

ff

Mes-dam-

(Signed)
AI FUED GlU'NSFEl.D,
J. A. SI'MM Kits,
Chairman.
Clerk.

$23.00

Second Hush

THIRD STREETS

$2.1.00.

Colon-1s-

Fall TrnnfornmtloiiH.
The leaves are red that once were
green;
The skies are dull that once w;ro
bright:
But. saddest change of ail. I ween:
The shoes are black that once were
white.

Vhlewnh Your Chicken Ilouso
With Hahn'a Eureka - White limo,
Keeps out lice.
Tihllmnil Men.
fl
vnttr Irnhi hook coven) from
Mltehner's, at the Journal office.
preserve Your Lawn.
Kill the worms with Hahn'a Eureka
lime.

Every Woman
t

Hates to California.
Commencing September 15th and
dally thereafter until October 31, the
Santa Fe will sell tickets to all points
in California at a rate of $25.00, one
way only; stopovers allowed. Call on
any agent of the Santa Fe,
H. 8. LUTZ, Agent,
Albuquerque, N. M.
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FEE'S CANDIES AT WALTON'S.

TMMTEEN SA

BETWEEN

miSo
fe:
Y:,

or NUjht

Colonist Rates to the Northwest.
Commencing September 15th and
dally thereafter until October Slst,
the Santa Fe will sell tickets to Billings, Butte, Helena and Missoula at
n rate of 133.95: Spokane and Walla
Walla, $36.46; Portland, Seattle and
Tncoma, $38.95. For ""rtlculars call
on any agent of the Santa Fe.

RAILROAD AVENUE

li?tpND

R tirod Avenue.
!

S.

COMMERCIAL CLUB

AXGF.lt

C'HIK.F

LUMBER COMPANY

immm

7

"3
"10

Hallie Fennell

"I am taking bavk to Colorado with
me some of the finest specimens of
copper ore I have ever seen.
"A numfter of big producers are being opened up In the Magdalena field
and there tore some valuable mines
there. One property In partlculnr has
lust opened tin 140 feet of air ore
chute which will yield heavy returns
In Rilver, lead, zinc and copper. There
Is a lot of money going Into the Magdalena mountains, and I believe there
will be some splendid returns on investments by the time the country has
been exploited more thoroughly."

;

"

Bull
A. C. Culver

old-tim-

"
"
"
"

Lot

W. L. Cockmon
W. L. Cockmon

I'.lock 27

3

"2
"8
" 9 and

Co

W.J.Hyde

P. E. Johnson, of Colorado Springs,
e
an
mining operator who owns
valuable properties in the Cripple
Creek district, was in the city yesterday accompanied by Fred Huck,
also of Colorado Springs. Mr. John-eo- n
'has been down In the Magdalena
country where ihe has mining interests.
Mr. Johnson, uiho is an authority on
mining mutters generally, speaks with
genuine optimism of the outlook In
the Magdalena district.
"I believe that .New Mexico is one
of the most richly mineralized sections
of the country," said Mr. Johnson to
the Journal man yesterday. "All It
needs Ir a few big concerns to put In
a lot of money and reach the ore. J
have been more impressed on this trip
than ever before with the great mining possibilities of New Mexico, and
am galng to tell my Colorado friends
that the land of opportunity is right
down here In these New Mexico
I believe the coming
mountains..
twelve months 'Will witness a great
Increase In mining activity In

;4J mm

&

Lot

4

Tip
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Iwlirt.
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Is proving
to many people who have depended upon
"speciar
sales to get reasonable prices and then did not get them; price and quality never seem
a
to fit. The goods offered at 75he GLOBE STORE "13" SALE are regularly carried in
Ac.
stock and are sold at regular prices; but to convince Albuquerque buyers that GLOBE
S-"-'
STORE price and quality are always right, for a limited number of days, we are giving every thirteenth purchase to the thirteenth purchaser absolutely free. Nothing in our large stock is reserved every
article, no matter what the price, is included in this offer
:

y-

--

N

eye-open- er

so-caJl- ed

-'J

v-

Dress Goods, Knit Goods, Hosiery, Underwear, Lingerie,
Household Linens, Comforts, Blankets
THE STORE OF RELIABILITY

Gentlemen's Furnishings
Reocdy-to-Wea-

r

tI

I

I

I

s

Trousers

Hats, Ceps (8L Gloves

Diamond Brend
Prize Winning
...Shoes...

u

B

5

I

g I

X

J

11n y

r
IS
I

I

Since Friday, October 13, lucky 13
purchasers have secured some of
all of the enumerated goods,
and before tho night of Thursday,
October 26, others will bo equally
as fortunate come in and
try the lucky thirteen

H

Ainmvnau do auois 3Hi

At the Store Under

Big

be

on W. Railroad Ave
fl

THE 'AJiBUQUEKQUft

r.vcE woirr.

w

eeeeteeea

our utore to b fh one which always comf to your
mind first when you want something Just a little nicer and
belter than you can get anywhere else.
but always the best, and always as cheap ni
4, Not always the
the best can be sold for. We have Just lncrised our Diamond Stork
by several thousand dollars worth, and now offer by far the finest line
ever shown In Albuquerque. Call and see thse beautiful goods. Ca.h
or ea.y payments. We are surely Headquarter for wedding presents.
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JVetv Mejctco's Leading

12c srrad-

THE WEATHErt
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is the only heater which actually
Blast Down-Draf- t
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Inaugurated to make of Saturday, October 21th, The Busiest Saturday

of the Year, and to demorstrate the superior value giving powers of this store. Here arc
only a few of the values, every garment, every article is marked correspondingly low.
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The Vrompt Plumbers

ALBVQUERQVE LUMBER CO

When bought right arc a gimd Invent mint. Our prices arc ItKillT.
Jnvlte you to call ami examine the In aii'.lnil diamond rooiIm w
A No XVatt hf. Jewelry, Silverware, etc..
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receive prompt attention.
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O.W.STRONG'S SONS

Cliolcc Liquors servcxl. A Bid lu.'
to while awny tho weary liour.
All the popular Riunea, and Kent)
every Mondity, Tliursduy anil Siiturda)
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straight car of the celebrated
"ACORN" Stoves and Kangt.
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SMART SHOE
tlie latest ideas in
footwear. It has medium
heavy extersion soles, military heels. I'atent Kid foxintf
and dull tops. It gives a trim
appearance to the foot, tits
wt-and is "the proper thin";
for street wear.
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Unredeemed Diamonds

can s.'ivm you motioy on Diamonds. 'When you
buy Diamonds fi omini you trade with rollalilP
lmufio, (hat tno.itiH you buy Diamonds
Hunt.
Winn you buy Dinmonds right you have a saf,
Investment that's Komi ns toverntiiont bondn.
;
filanioiiils Inercii.si; In value every year, brlini
pleasure, win hratls and Itirreime your iireHllK. Vou irp eordially Invited to call and disport my beautiful line if gems at prices Jewelers
cannot buy at wholesale what I offer at retail.
ROSEKFIELD, The Pawnbroker.
The Man Yea Can Trust
IIS Hillrnad Avenue, next door to (he St. Klino, Albuquerque, N. M.
It.illroad Tli kets bought nnd sold trnnsaetlniis Kuaranteed

Any TIE in the Store,
Worth up to $1.00. Each
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Boys'

1

UNDERWEAR
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PER SUIT.

3 for 25c
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25c Pair O

Fancy Hose

Worth $1.50 Suit, Brown Color

Boys' School Pants, worth

chc

up to

$1,

50c Pair
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